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1

Introduction

1.1.1

This report has been submitted at Examination Deadline 9 (10 September
2015) in response to the Examining Authority's (ExA) request for the
submission of final Statements of Common Ground (SoCGs). SoCGs
include points raised by the ExA through the Compulsory Acquisition
Hearings and Issue Specific Hearings to date.

1.1.2

This report presents final versions of the SoCGs which have been
completed since Deadline 8. Where possible, these SoCGs have been
signed by the stakeholder and Highways England to confirm that the
document appropriately reflects discussion outcomes. In instances where
neither the stakeholder nor Highways England has signed the SoCG, the
status of the SoCG remains agreed (and is unsigned for logistical reasons
only).

1.1.3

These SoCGs are submitted to the ExA in relation to the application by
Highways England for development consent under the Planning Act 2008
for the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme. The
Application was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014 and accepted on 27 January 2015.

1.1.4

SoCGs record the engagement between Highways England and
stakeholders and identify areas of agreement, disagreement and ongoing
points under discussion.

1.1.5

The DCO examination period provides both parties with the opportunity to
submit additional information and supporting evidence. During this period
the matters not concluded can continue to be considered and resolved.

1.1.6

The SoCGs have been developed in collaboration with individual
stakeholders to document the extent of engagement between Highways
England and these interested parties and the status of the discussions.
Highways England has been proactively engaging with stakeholders since
the options consultation in 2013, and has been working with stakeholders
throughout the DCO pre-application and following phases to understand
and resolve issues where possible. The SoCGs reflect the outcomes of
these discussions, in alignment with matters raised at the examination
phase, including in Relevant Representations and ExA's first and second
written questions, as well as at the compulsory acquisition and issue
specific hearings.
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1.1.7

Section 2 of this report provides information on the overall status of all
SoCGs. This includes those which have already been submitted for
previous deadlines, those being submitted for Deadline 9 and those which
remain in discussion in order to progress matters. Three new SoCGs are
also to be developed following the compulsory acquisition hearings.

1.1.8

Section 3 of this report provides a summary of the key points still under
discussion or not agreed within the SoCGs not yet finalised. Highways
England intends to further clarify these points under discussion in order to
close out remaining issues with stakeholders.
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3

Discussions ongoing in SoCGs

3.1.1

The table in section 3.1.4 shows that 47 SoCGs remain under discussion.
These SoCGs have not been included within this report in order to
progress discussions with stakeholders.

3.1.2

The Compulsory Acquisition Hearings have highlighted three additional
SoCGs which are required. These have not been included in the table in
section 3.1.4 as discussions are at a very early stage and issues are not
yet defined. The stakeholders concerned are:
• J Newman
• Georgina Grey and Angus Lammie
• Huntingdon Freemans Trust

3.1.3

In order to assist the Examining Authority at the Issue Specific Hearings,
this report provides a summary table (Table 3.1.4 below) of the outstanding
matters under discussion and matters not agreed within these SoCGs. This
does not include a full list of all matters outstanding (the detail will be
provided in the finalised SoCGs); rather the intention is that this table will
help to clarify the key outstanding matters being progressed.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

This document is submitted to the Secretary of State through the Planning
Inspectorate (as responsible agency) in relation to the application by
Highways England for development consent under the Planning Act 2008 for
the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme (‘the
Scheme’). The scheme extends from Ellington, on the western outskirts of
Huntingdon, to Milton in the north east of Cambridge. It includes both new
highway construction and the widening and improvement of existing
highways over a total length of 34 km (21 miles). It includes a new bypass to
the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing A14 between
Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge Northern
Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the widening of the A1 trunk
road between Brampton and Alconbury, and new local access roads. In
addition, the existing A14 between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions is
to be de-trunked (i.e. returned to county road status), the road viaduct over
the East Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon removed and road
connections to the existing A14 from within the town amended.

1.1.2

The Application was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014.

1.1.3

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the Scheme. Guidance about
the purpose and possible content of SoCGs is given in paragraphs 58-65 of
the Department for Communities and Local Government's "Planning Act
2008: examination of applications for development consent" (March 2015).
Paragraph 58, copied below, confirms the basic function of SoCGs:

1.1.4

"A statement of common ground is a written statement prepared jointly by
the applicant and another party or parties, setting out any matters on which
they agree. As well as identifying matters which are not in real dispute, it is
also useful if a statement identifies those areas where agreement has not
been reached. The statement should include references to show where
those matters are dealt with in the written representations or other
documentary evidence.”

1.1.5

SoCGs therefore are a useful and established means of ensuring that the
evidence at the post-application examination focuses on the material
differences between the main parties, and so aim to help facilitate a more
efficient examination process.

1.2

Parties to this SoCG

1.2.1

This SoCG has been prepared in respect of the Scheme by Highways
England, as the Applicant, and Suffolk County Council (“SCC”).

1.2.2

Highways England is a government company responsible for operating,
maintaining and improving the strategic road network in England. The
network is made up of England’s motorways and all-purpose trunk roads (the
major “A” roads). The A14 is part of the trunk road network for which
Highways England is responsible. Following the Scheme being constructed
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Highways England will be responsible for operating and maintaining the
improved A14.
1.3

Structure of the SoCG

1.3.1

This SoCG has been structured to reflect matters and topics of interest to
SCC in relation to the Scheme.

1.3.2

Section 2 provides a summary of the main areas and topics covered by this
SoCG.

1.3.3

Section 3 provides a summary of areas that have been agreed and areas
that have not been agreed.

1.3.4

Section 4 provides a record of areas still under discussion.

1.3.5

Section 5 includes the signatures of all parties to indicate agreement that this
is an accurate record of issues and discussions.

1.3.6

Throughout this SoCG:
• Where a sentence begins "It is agreed", this signifies a matter that has
been specifically stated as agreed between Highways England and SCC.
• Where a sentence begins "It is not agreed", this signifies a matter that has
been specifically stated as not agreed between Highways England and
SCC.
• Where a sentence begins "It is under discussion" this signifies a matter
that is still under discussion between Highways England and SCC.
• It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in Sections 3 and 4
of this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to SCC, and
therefore have not been the subject of any discussions between the
parties. As such, those matters can be read as agreed, only to the extent
that they are either not of material interest or relevance to SCC.

1.3.7

This SoCG will be updated as discussions progress and resubmitted to the
Examination at appropriate times.
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2

Topics contained within this SoCG

2.1.1

The list below provides a summary of the topics that are considered within
this SoCG. Where matters are described as under discussion, SCC’s
position is set out more fully in its Relevant Representation.
• Need for, benefits and objectives of the Scheme
• Design standards and consideration into the guideline/specifications of the
proposed design
• Resilience of the scheme in the context of growing developments (in
particular Northstowe and Alconbury Weald)
• Diversions for traffic in the case of incidents on the improved A14
• Transport Assessment – application of Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges (DMRB) guidance
• Socio-economic impacts during construction in relation to Suffolk County
• Transport impacts during construction in relation to Suffolk County
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3

Matters agreed and matters not agreed

3.1

Matters agreed

Need for, benefits and objectives of the Scheme
SCC supports the principle of the proposals to provide the Cambridge to Huntingdon road
improvements.
SCC supports the stated objectives of the project, in particular making the route more reliable,
improving journey times, unlocking growth, and providing capacity for future traffic growth
SCC agrees that road users on the A14 trunk road between Cambridge and Huntingdon regularly
experience long delays and unpredictable journey times and that without improvement, congestion
on the A14 trunk road will worsen. This has a significant impact on local and regional businesses,
including HGV operators in Suffolk and particularly those serving the Haven Ports. SCC believes that
it is essential to remove this bottleneck and deliver the proposed project at the earliest opportunity.

Scheme design
SCC supports the scheme design (subject to those matters listed as ‘not agreed’ or remaining under
discussion). SCC welcomes the revisions to the proposals made following the statutory consultation,
in particular:
•
•

the removal of potential conflicts with local traffic movements into Cambridge on the
southbound A14 route through Girton interchange; and
the revised arrangements at Girton Interchange for local traffic movements using the A1307
Huntingdon Road into and out of Cambridge

Resilience
It is agreed, based on the traffic model CHARM 2 and Appendix A to this SoCG, that future proofing
of Bar Hill junction is necessary based on predicted traffic flows.
The parties are agreed that provision should be made for further capacity at the Bar Hill junction
through building the earthworks and junction bridges to allow for a third circulatory lane on the
roundabout. This will mean that traffic growth beyond what is currently predicted can be
accommodated without excessive cost and inconvenience. The proposed modifications to the design
submitted in the DCO application to accommodate the full build out of Northstowe are indicated in
sketches A14-ARP-H0-E2-SK-C-00051 and -00052.
It is agreed that while Girton to Bar Hill is expected to be carrying traffic volumes close to the
recommended service level in the design year, no further design changes are required at this time to
the main carriageway.
It is agreed that while Huntingdon Southern Bypass from Ermine Street Junction (A1198) to
Brampton Interchange would be carrying traffic volumes close to the recommended service level by
the design year, no further design changes are required at this time to the main carriageway.
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Transport Assessment
It is agreed that the term “recommended level of service” (Document 7.2, paragraph 7.10.6) is defined
as based on a two-second headway or greater between vehicles which for all purpose trunk roads
equates to 1600 vehicles/lane/hour.
Although flows greater than 1600 vehicles/lane/hour are possible subject to a range of factors, this
would be associated with a reduced level of service (closer headway and greater driver concentration
needed, leading to stress, increased risk of incidents and accidents and breakdown of traffic flow).

Transport impacts during construction
It is agreed that Highways England and its contractor (Costain / Skanska) will consult with SCC in the
development of traffic management plans for the construction phase.

Diversion Routes
Although SCC maintains concerns over the resilience of the A1 between Brampton Hut and Brampton
Interchange due to the high proportion of weaving traffic (Document 7.2, Table 7.71/7.72), and the
lack of appropriate diversion routes in the event of a significant incident, SCC agrees with, as a partial
solution, the recent proposal by Highways England to provide east facing slip roads on the Ellington
Junction to allow for the easy diversion of traffic back onto the A1 in the event of an A1 closure
between Brampton and Brampton Hut and traffic is diverted onto the new A14.

Transport Assessment & Future Proofing/Resilience - Cambridge Northern Bypass
SCC considers that that the Cambridge Northern Bypass section of the scheme between Histon and
Milton would fall below the capacity provision required by current standards around 2020 (based on
the Transport Assessment submitted as part of the DCO application, Document 7.2, Table 7.71).
SCC has noted that it would like to understand better the proposed way forward to manage this
concern, likely through a specific study looking at that area, including the A14 to the east of Milton.
SCC has further noted that the principles of reducing congestion should be consistent across the
scheme, highlighting the different solutions proposed to manage predicted levels of congestion to the
Huntingdon Viaduct and the CNB.
Highways England response
Highways England has acknowledged (HE-A14-EX-49, Response to SCC written representation,
paras 7.3.5 onwards) that there are sections of the scheme, (particularly within A14 Cambridge
Northern Bypass CNB, Girton to Milton junctions) that are currently predicted to be approaching or
reaching the onset of congestion by design year 2035 in some peak hours in some directions.
Highways England also acknowledge that the improvements of A428 Caxton Gibbet to A1 Black Cat
currently under development have the potential to further increase peak hour flows on this section.
It is agreed that, as Operator of the Trunk Road network, Highways England will continue to review
traffic flows and journey times/congestion on A14 Cambridge Northern Bypass and will propose and
consult on measures to be brought forward in future RIS programmes as appropriate.
SCC considers that further explanation is required to justify and explain the departure from DMRB
guidance TD 22/06 on the Cambridge Northern Bypass, which is implied by Table 3.7 of the Traffic
Modelling Update Report (Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/44, PINS reference REP2-018), which
indicates (by red shading) that lane provision between Girton Interchange and Histon and Histon
Junction and Milton is below standard owing to the high proportion of weaving flows (Document 7.2,
paragraph 7.10.8).
SCC does agree that the Capacity Report provided to it by Highways England provides the
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Transport Assessment & Future Proofing/Resilience - Cambridge Northern Bypass
justification for capacities in the order of 1800+ per lane (rather than 1600, which is mandatory)
because, while lane capacity can be increased beyond 1600 vehicles, this is dependent on the
proportion of weaving traffic which is a significant factor on Cambridge Northern Bypass.
Highways England response:
The guidance that Highways England has relied on is TD 22/06. Chapter 3 of TD 22/06 indicates that
traffic flows above 1600/vpl/lane are usually associated with a decreasing level of service and safety.
Highways England acknowledges that the level of congestion expected during peak hours would
increase as the design year approaches (in some locations there would be a minimal excess of
1600/vph/lane - see Applicant reference HE/A14/EX/44, PINS reference REP2-018). Taking this into
account, Highways England maintains it has taken into consideration the consequences that could be
associated with under provision when making a decision on the number of lanes (and therefore
applied for a departure from standards) (as per TD22/06) and that the scheme is affordable and can
be considered good value for money.
•

TA 46/97 Traffic Flow Ranges for use in the Assessment of New Rural Roads – which
requires that major components of cost, including carriage provision, be incrementally justified
in assessing whether design changes are economic or otherwise

Highways England response:
Highways England notes that the Case for the Scheme (document reference 7.1) provides the
business case for the scheme as proposed, with justification for one-lane incremental widening.
While SCC maintains concerns over lane provision on Cambridge Northern Bypass, and the
justification for the departure from standards, at this stage, SCC maintains support for the
scheme, but believe that the recognised deficiencies should be addressed through future RIS
programmes, as Highways England has indicated.

Design and performance standards, including resilience – Girton interchange
Discussion was held around design and performance standards at Girton interchange, following SCC
concern that further evidence is needed to demonstrate that the design of the Girton Interchange is
satisfactory, bearing in mind two factors;
•

The consequences of the drop in number of lanes on the approach to that junction from the
north. ‘Lane drops’ are typically more prone to flow breakdowns.

Highways England response:
The option of retaining two lanes on the A428 eastbound has been considered, however this would
have implications on the capacity of the merge from the M11 northbound loop, resulting in vehicles
queuing back onto the mainline M11.
Traffic modelling work undertaken for the proposed layout indicates that the layout will operate within
capacity, (including morning and evening peak hours) for the whole of its design life (until 2035).
Highways England therefore consider the proposed layout to be the preferable option as increasing
the scheme cost to provide a fully compliant (with the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges) layout
would not provide any additional economic benefits.
Highways England has provided some further detailed explanation / justification for the proposals at
this location, based on a previous response to Written Representations (HE/A14/EX/50).
•

the high proportion of traffic merging with the main carriageway which is likely to affect the
speed flow characteristics and reduce the capacity of the carriageway. Specifically this relates
to traffic on the A14 eastbound merging with the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Girton
Interchange and the A14 westbound merging with the M11 at Girton Interchange.
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Design and performance standards, including resilience – Girton interchange
Highways England response:
All merges and diverges have been designed in accordance with TD22/06 of the Design Manual for
Roads and Bridges. The A14 eastbound merge with the Cambridge Northern Bypass and A14
westbound merge with the M11 at Girton Interchange are both fully in compliance with Figure 2/3AP
of TD22/06.
SCC is concerned about the relationship between traffic movements through Girton
Interchange and capacity limitations on Cambridge Northern Bypass, but nevertheless agrees
with Highways England’s explanation noted above.
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Matters not agreed

3.2

Socio-economic impacts during construction
SCC considers that the socio-economic impact assessment has not taken full account of labour
markets outside of Cambridgeshire). A meeting was held between SCC and Highways England on 4
June 2015 in which the approach to the socio-economic assessment was discussed. Following this
meeting, items remain not agreed between both parties, as summarised below.
SCC does not agree with the approach to the socio-economic analysis, particularly with
regards to the socio-economic study area and the incorporation of wider regional areas
beyond Cambridgeshire
• SCC does not agree that Highways England has appropriately justified the assumption that
the shortfall in labour would be found without any effect on neighbouring counties.
Appendix B of this SoCG provides Highways England and SCC positions of disagreement (as well
as some areas of agreement) regarding socio-economic impacts during construction.
•

Transport impacts during construction
SCC notes concern over the ‘highways’ impact of the construction workforce movements. A meeting
was held between SCC and Highways England on 4 June 2015 in which transport impacts during
construction were discussed. Following this meeting, items remain not agreed between both parties,
as summarised below.
• SCC does not agree with the absence of a transport assessment for the construction phase
Appendix B of this SoCG provides Highways England and SCC positions of disagreement regarding
transport impacts during construction.
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Record of areas still under discussion

Transport Assessment & Future Proofing/Resilience – Bar Hill to Swavesey
SCC believes, based on information submitted with the application, that further consideration should
be given to the design standards between Bar Hill and Swavesey, which would be carrying traffic
volumes above the recommended service level in the design year, and provision for future proofing
should be made by (within the boundary of the application). This should include:
o
Ensuring the design of the main carriageway, local access road and
footway/cycleway/equestrian track are aligned to facilitate future widening of the
A14
o
Providing a wider span at the overbridge linking Robin’s Lane to the local access
road
Highways England has noted that, at this time, it would be unaffordable to provide further capacity or
‘future proofing’ on this stretch of the scheme. SCC has requested an economic analysis /
assessment to clarify the cost implications. Highways England does not intend to undertake an
economic assessment at this time as provision of further capacity over and above what is proposed
is not currently within the scope of the scheme remit.
SCC considers that adherence to DMRB guidance would demonstrate the benefits of future proofing
the Bar Hill to Swavesey section of the scheme. A meeting was held on 13 August 2015, in which
SCC clarified that they do not object to this section of the scheme as it stands, but would like to
better understand what land is currently available to future proof this section of the scheme. It was
agreed that Highways England would provide SCC further information on land available within the
red line boundary for potential future-proofing solutions, as well as potential constraints (such as
existing structures).

Diversion routes
SCC considers that at present the availability of alternative routes for diverted traffic on the existing
road network are limited and restricted, in particular it is unlikely that the following routes will be able
to carry any significant volumes of diverted traffic:
•
•
•
•

the A428 between Cambridge and St Neots;
the A1198 between the A428 and Godmanchester;
the existing D2AP A1 between St Neots and Brampton Hut; and
changes to the road network at Huntingdon will significantly restrict the capacity of the detrunked A14, HGV restrictions are expected to be applied to only control HGV movements
on this route.

SCC considers that this emphasises the need for resilience in the proposed scheme, in particular for
future proofing of the Bar Hill to Swavesey section and a mechanism for resolving the identified
capacity issues on Cambridge Northern Bypass. SCC has noted that the focus of its concern is
rooted in safety management and incident scenarios, which would affect traffic movements to and
from Suffolk.
Discussions have been held between SCC and Highways England around strategic and local
diversion routes. In response to SCC’s concerns, Highways England has highlighted that upgrading
the A428 was one of the commitments made in the Roads Investment Strategy published in
December 2014.
See the parties’ respective positions regarding the Bar Hill to Swavesey section and the Cambridge
Northern Bypass above.
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Note on resilience

Project:

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme

Subject:

Growth assumptions at Northstowe and Alconbury Weald

It is recognised between SCC and Highways England that the below information was produced
based on a version of the traffic model which has been updated since. Figures noted are
therefore potentially no longer accurate, but remain indicative of the situation.
Introduction
Following discussions with Suffolk County Council (SCC) in relation to the Statement of Common
Ground (SOCG) for the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme, SCC has expressed
concerns regarding the level of growth assumed at two major planned developments in
Cambridgeshire; Northstowe and Alconbury Weald.
This technical note briefly outlines the approach that has been followed to forecast traffic growth in
Cambridgeshire and the specific assumptions that have been made regarding the Northstowe and
Alconbury Weald developments in the core scenario. It also summarises the results of a sensitivity
test which considers the potential impacts of the full build out of the Northstowe development.
Traffic growth forecasts
The traffic forecasts supporting the Development Consent Order (DCO) application for the A14
scheme are derived from the Cambridge Sub-Regional Model (CSRM). CSRM includes allowance for
committed and planned development in the study area in the period up to 2031, which is the furthest
horizon for which local development growth forecasts are currently available. Forecasts from CSRM
are available on a five yearly basis from 2011 to 2031. Traffic growth forecasts have been derived
1
from CSRM in 2016, 2021 and 2031, with growth to 2041 based on national growth forecasts .
Forecast traffic growth to 2020 (the opening year) and 2035 (the design year) has been derived by
interpolation.
The traffic forecasts have been developed in accordance with the Department for Transport’s (DfT)
Transport Analysis Guidance (WebTAG), which sets out the framework and requirements for
conducting transport studies. WebTAG Unit M4 deals with forecasting and uncertainty and mandates
that a core scenario should be defined which is based on the most unbiased and realistic set of
assumptions. The core scenario should be constrained to NTEM growth at a suitable spatial area and
take account of local development that are more likely to occur than not.
Core scenario
In accordance with the guidance in WebTAG Unit M4, the core scenario only includes developments
2
3
that are considered near certain or more than likely to proceed. The status and expected build out
of individual developments has been determined in consultation with the relevant local planning
authorities; Cambridge City Council (CCiC), Huntingdonshire District Council (HDC) and South
Cambridgeshire District Council (SCDC). Forecast development growth in East Cambridgeshire is
based on the assumptions used in the East Cambridgeshire District Council (ECDC) Local Plan. A
log of all developments included in the forecasts is provided in Appendix A of the Transport
Assessment.
1

National Trip End Model v6.2 (NTEM) for cars; National Traffic Model (NTM) Road Traffic Forecasts 2013 (RTF2013) for light
and heavy goods vehicles.
Near certain: The outcome will happen or there is a high probability that it will happen.
3
More than likely: The outcome is likely to happen but there is some uncertainty.
2
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Overall growth in Cambridgeshire is constrained to NTEM 6.2 housing and employment forecasts
across the four districts; CCiC, ECDC, HDC and SCDC. For housing, the growth trajectories provided
by the local planning authorities are significantly lower than the NTEM forecasts and therefore a
scaling factor has been applied to uplift housing growth across the study area. A scaling factor of
1.09 (i.e. a 9% uplift) has been applied to growth between 2016 and 2021, increasing to 1.30 (i.e. a
30% uplift) for growth between 2021 and 2026 and 1.50 (i.e. a 50% uplift) growth between 2026 and
2031. Housing growth between 2031 and 2041 is assumed to increase by 0.7-1.0% per annum in line
with NTEM forecasts.
A similar process has been followed for employment development, although in this case the growth
trajectories provided are significantly higher than the NTEM forecasts (i.e. development specific
employment growth exceeds NTEM totals). Consequently, scaling factors of 0.72, 0.56 and 0.37
have been applied between 2016-2021, 2021-2026 and 2026-2031 respectively. Employment growth
between 2031 and 2041 is also assumed to be in line with NTEM forecasts.
Northstowe
At Northstowe, Phase 1 (1,500 dwellings) is committed while a planning application has been
submitted for Phase 2 (approximately 3,500 dwellings), which is therefore considered to be more than
likely to go ahead. Both phases have therefore been included in the core scenario for the A14
scheme.
SCDC has advised that they expect all of Phase 1 and approximately 25% of the Phase 2
development to be complete by 2021 (i.e. approximately 2,300 dwellings) with both phases complete
by 2031 (i.e. approximately 5,000 dwellings). The development is assumed to be fully occupied. The
4
housing scaling factors have not been applied to the Northstowe development zones , however
allowance has been made for structural growth of around 3.5% between 2031 and 2035.
Consequently, it is estimated that the A14 traffic forecasts are based on approximately 5,350 homes
at Northstowe in 2035.
Employment forecasts are only provided at District level and therefore it is not possible to be definitive
about the assumptions made regarding the number of jobs at Northstowe in the A14 traffic forecasts.
However, the assumptions are consistent with those made by the HCA in relation to the Phase 2
planning application,
SCDC has advised that subsequent phases of the development potentially totalling a further 5,000
5
homes are currently considered reasonably foreseeable and therefore are not included in the core
scenario. However, a sensitivity test has been carried out to consider the potential impact of the full
6
build out of Northstowe (i.e. 10,000 dwellings) on key junctions on the A14 . The results of this
sensitivity test are discussed in more detail below.
Alconbury Weald
Once complete, the Alconbury Weald development will comprise approximately 5,000 dwellings.
HDC has advised that this development is considered to be near certain and therefore it has been
included in the core scenario for the A14 scheme.
HDC’s forecasts indicate that the development would be approximately 27% complete by 2021 (i.e.
1,350 dwellings) and 75% complete by 2031 (i.e. 3,800 dwellings). Allowing for the application of
scaling factors to constrain to NTEM, Table 1 indicates that the A14 traffic forecasts include for 4,905
dwellings at Alconbury Weald in 2031. Allowing for structural growth of 3.5% between 2031 and

4

The scaling factors have been applied to all zones except the zones containing the Northstowe development to ensure
consistency with modelling undertaken in relation to Northstowe Phase 2.
Reasonably foreseeable: The outcome may happen, but there is significant uncertainty
6
Bar Hill, Swavesey and Dry Drayton.
5
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This shows that the impacts of the additional development traffic are focussed on the sections of the
A14 around the Bar Hill and Swavesey junctions, where daily traffic levels are forecast to grow by 45%. Impacts on the wider network with daily traffic flows are forecast to increase by 2% or less.
Summary
The above analysis indicates that the A14 traffic forecasts include allowance for both the Northstowe
and Alconbury Weald developments. The core traffic forecasts include approximately 5,000 dwellings
in both locations in 2035, which is consistent with the level of development that is considered near
certain or more than likely to come forward by the local planning authorities. Furthermore, housing
growth is constrained to NTEM v6.2 forecasts, which result in a significant uplift in housing growth
compared with the information provided by the local planning authorities.
A sensitivity test has been undertaken which considers the impacts of the full build out of Northstowe
(i.e. an additional 5,000 dwellings) on top of NTEM growth. This indicates that the impact of the
additional development traffic is focussed on Bar Hill and Swavesey with limited change on other
sections of the strategic road network.
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Note on socio-economic impacts

Project:

A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme

Subject:

Socio-economic impacts during construction

Introduction
Following discussions with Suffolk County Council (SCC) in relation to the Statement of Common
Ground (SOCG) for the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme, SCC has expressed
concerns regarding the socio-economic impacts during construction, noting that the Environmental
Statement (ES) does not;
•
Justify the socio-economic study area
•
Justify its assumptions on displacement
•
Evaluate the impacts of the development on the labour market (setting out how its labour
requirements relate to those available) in different economic scenarios
•
Considered the cumulative effects with other major developments outside
Cambridgeshire, but within the likely labour market
•
Consider the impacts on tourist accommodation by an immigrant workforce
•
Provide mitigation to address labour shortages/impacts on tourism
This note addresses these concerns in turn and includes information on mitigation
Socio-economic study area
For the purposes of the Community and Private Assets assessment considered in the ES,
Cambridgeshire was defined as the study area as reported in paragraph 16.2.5 of the ES. As a
scheme with national significance, impacts may be realised beyond this study area to the wider
region, and indeed even nationally. However, it is not the purpose of the Community and Private
Assets to assess the scale of these wider impacts; they are addressed in the Case for the Scheme.
The scope of the Community and Private Assets chapter is focussed on secondary effects of the
scheme at the local, community scale. Thus, while a tightly focused study area consisting of just
Cambridge and Huntingdon and communities within the A14 corridor would be inappropriate in terms
of local economic effects relative to the scale of the scheme, the area of Cambridgeshire was deemed
an appropriate scale to capture the most significant effects. As explained in ES paragraph 16.2.13.
Cambridgeshire represents the widest extent of the relevant communities being assessed within the
scope and objectives of the “Community and Private Assets” chapter. An approach incorporating a
wider regional area is beyond the scope of the ES; incorporating all possible effects could expand the
study area to the national scale and would be counter to the purpose of the consideration of the
communities likely to be significantly affected by the scheme.
A wider study area was adopted in the consideration of the “wider economic benefits”, which were
covered by 7.1 Case for the Scheme, following DfT guidelines, and includes greater productivity
through the concentration of economic activity (agglomeration); tax revenues arising from an increase
in employment; and profits generated as a result of reduced transport costs.
SCC response: It is stated that the wider impacts are covered in the Case for the Scheme. The wider
positive impacts of the scheme are indeed set out in this document, but it does not appear to consider
negative construction impacts, which are rather identified in headline level in Chapter 16 and are
recognised as extending beyond the study area. SCC does not agree that an approach incorporating
effects beyond Cambridgeshire, which, is not an area grounded on any socio-economic/impact basis,
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is beyond the scope of the ES. The scale of potential effect should inform the study area, rather than
the study area defining the scale of the effect, which is the implication here.
Leakage and displacement
The scheme would require a peak workforce of not more than approximately 2,750 workers. This is
an upper bound estimate of peak labour force that could be employed on the scheme during the
busiest three years of construction and is a figure rounded from Table 16.15 of ES Chapter 16 for the
years 2017 to 2019. The lower bound estimate assumed in the ES is approximately 2,200 workers,
as stated in Table 16.15 of ES Chapter 16. These figures were derived through a top down approach
that used projected “worst-case” scheme costs and the average turnover per worker in relevant
industries to ensure that conservative assumptions were adopted for the impact assessment.
The figures presented within Chapter 16 indicate that between a quarter and a third of direct jobs may
be provided from within the local area (not including displaced activity). It is anticipated that these will
be drawn from the Cambridgeshire construction workforce (approximate population 10,000) and the
unemployed in Cambridgeshire (approximate population also 10,000).
The Case for the Scheme refers to a peak workforce of approximately 1800. The methodology
adopted for the Case for the Scheme is based on a bottom-up approach which modelled initial labour
forecasts across phases of the construction based on the construction methodology. Whilst lower
than the worst case scenario outlined in Chapter 16, the figures are broadly consistent with those set
out in the ES. The difference between the estimates presented are likely a combination of the worstcase cost estimates driving up the results from Chapter 16 and the predicted capital intensity of the
project reducing the required labour force as used in the Case for the Scheme.
Different
assumptions have been adopted to ensure that both assessments are conservative for their purpose
and not understating possible adverse effects or overstating benefits.
The scope of the assessment of the scheme upon the labour market presented in ES Chapter 16
Communities and Private Assets was based on current DMRB guidance but expanded to include a
socio-economic assessment of the additional local employment from construction of the scheme. The
socio-economic assessment follows the approach set down in the Additionality Guide (English
Partnerships, 2008). The baseline considered the level of unemployed and employment within the
construction sector within the study area of Cambridgeshire. The economic situation of regional
economies neighbouring Cambridgeshire were not considered in detail as impacts are expected to be
concentrated in Cambridgeshire and any residual economic impacts from employment would likely be
dispersed among the various counties surrounding Cambridgeshire and therefore not of a significant
level in any one neighbouring county’s economy. Following an assessment of the overall potential
employment generated by the scheme, the addition to the study area is assessed, including the
“leakage”, which for this assessment is all jobs which accrue to those outside of the Cambridgeshire
regardless of the employment status of the recipient.
Assumptions were made regarding
displacement, which is defined for this assessment as those within the study area that were already in
employment when they take a job with the project. The assumptions were based on the level of
construction workers in the local economy, as described above, though it is acknowledged that
displacement could occur from other industries towards the project. This assessment led to a
projection of average displacement. The figures presented within Chapter 16 indicate that between a
quarter and a third of direct jobs may be provided from within the local area (not including displaced
activity). This is between 633 and 1205 jobs over the period 2016 to 2021.
Cambridgeshire’s location is such that it is accessible from a number of counties and it would be
expected that the labour market within the large travel to work catchment area across South and East
England is sufficient to support the project. There are some significant populations of both
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construction workers and unemployed in neighbouring counties from which the project will draw
(Lincolnshire to the north, Norfolk to the north-east, Suffolk to the east, Essex and Hertfordshire to the
south, and Bedfordshire and Northamptonshire to the west). As an example, neighbouring
Hertfordshire has approximately 30,000 people currently working in construction.
SCC response: The Environmental Statement, in SCC’s view, is clear that the labour requirements
cannot be met within the study area of Cambridgeshire, whose economy, it recognises is not geared
towards projects such as this (paras 16.6.31-35). No further assessment is then undertaken to justify
the assumption that the shortfall in labour will be found without any effect on the neighbouring
counties (noting that actually the administrative geographies are irrelevant, it is the travel to work area
within which the labour availability should be assessed). In short, in an era where there are widely
reported skills shortages in the sector, it seems inappropriate to make such assumptions. It should
also be borne in mind that the pool of ‘construction workers’ is not representative of the pool of people
who have the skills to work on this project, nor does it indicate their ‘availability’, having regard to
other concurrent activity in the construction sector (noting however that a figure of some 50% is
attributed to displacement). It is also the case that the claimant count for construction workers is in the
hundreds in Cambridgeshire and falling, so setting out the general level of unemployment is probably
not that helpful. Nevertheless, while SCC believes that there are flaws in the assessment approach it
would accept that the initiatives described below will make a positive contribution to the skills shortage
and labour market pressures that SCC is concerned about.
Impacts on the labour market
As part of Highways England’s emerging remit, the organisation has been working, within the
framework of the Strategic Stakeholder Board to develop a shared A14 Employment and Skills
Strategy with the local authorities and the Local Enterprise Partnership outside the DCO process.
Strategic Priorities have been defined as: Attracting Young People into the industry; Increasing
apprenticeships; Entry-level jobs and retention; and, Developing the training infrastructure. These
priorities are designed to develop pathways into employment to contribute to the workforce
requirements of the proposed A14 project, but also to create a longer-term pipeline into the sector.
The approach is reliant on collaboration with stakeholders and is backed up by a Highways Englandled National Skills Academy with the contractor organisation. Early evidence of the success of the
approach is the announcement of capital funding of £300,000 for a roads sector training facility linked
to the A14 scheme.
SCC response: SCC supports this initiative and would welcome involvement, given our shared
interest in responding to the skills shortages in the construction sector in this region.
Cumulative effects
We would expect that the labour market within the large travel to work catchment area across South
and East England is sufficient to support the project. No other concurrent major Highways project
was identified in Chapter 18 of the ES, and so no development was expected which would impede
procurement of the workforce for this project.
SCC response: See comments above - this is a supposition that SCC is concerned needs evidencing
in view of the recognised national shortage of skilled construction workers and the large number of
major construction projects in the south and east which may coincide in whole or in part with this
project.
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Tourist accommodation
It is anticipated that between 2017 and 2020 there would be sufficient on-site accommodation for 500
workers. This provision should significantly reduce any impact of workers from outside of the region
on tourist accommodation. Based on a report about the accommodation stock of Cambridge and the
surrounding area (Hotel Solutions, Cambridge Hotel Futures: Headline Findings Issues & Options
(2012)), across Cambridge, the city outskirts and an area beyond the city there are 2,515 rooms
available across a variety of accommodation types. Further, older research (The Tourism Company,
Greater Cambridge And Peterborough Tourism Strategy And Action Plan, (2007)) indicates that the
stock in Huntingdon was approximately 851 bedrooms in either hotels or guesthouses. Further,
during peak season, coinciding with university summer holidays, accommodation is available at at
Cambridge’s colleges, with approximately 300 rooms available. Between 2009 and 2011, average
annual hotel room occupancy was 76-77%, indicating that on average there are between 600 and 900
rooms unoccupied in the Cambridge and Huntingdon area.
SCC response: It is agreed, based on this data, that there will not be a significant effect on tourist
accommodation.
Transport impacts
A significant proportion of the non-local workforce (in the region of 500 workers) would be
accommodated in facilities within the dedicated ‘construction village’ adjacent to the main compound.
Day to day commuting to the project would therefore be maintained at a practicable minimum. The
Code for Construction Practice sets out the requirement to adhere to a Construction workers travel
plan (15.2). Personnel who commute would be encouraged to share vehicles to minimise the
additional traffic on the local network, and special commuter arrangements will be investigated.
Similarly, the Code of Construction Practice also outlines measures to reduce construction traffic
impacts (15.6) and Access routes for construction traffic (15.7).
SCC response: SCC continues to find the absence of a transport assessment for the construction
phase of a £1.5bn project unusual. While onsite accommodation may be available for 500 workers,
that still leaves in the region of 2,000 commuting to site every day, though it is accepted a robust
travel plan will reduce those numbers. Furthermore, there is no indication of the scale of movements
by heavy or light goods vehicles. Cumulatively these flows could be significant over a number of
years and an assessment ought to be presented.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and another
party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as well as
matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are under
discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning Inspectorate
as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various parties,
including Parish Councils.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the Applicant,
and Coton Parish Council. It refers to the application for the proposed A14
Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme which was submitted to the
Planning Inspectorate on 31 December 2014.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the existing
A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge
Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the widening of a
section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and Alconbury, and
approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In addition, it includes the
de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing A14 trunk road
between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the removal of the
existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG.

Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken pre and post–submission of
the DCO application. This includes meetings, emails and letters
related to the discussions, including a summary of each.

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed between
Highways England and Coton Parish Council, in line with the
principal issues set out in Annex C of the Rule 6 letter,
including comments from Coton Parish on whether the matters
are agreed, not agreed or still under discussion.

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate record
of the discussions.

Appendix A

Copy of the relevant representation made to PINS.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

Coton is situated on the western edge of Cambridge. The Parish Council
represents the people living in the local area on issues that affect the
community, directly or indirectly. The Council has powers to act and spend
money for the benefit of the parish. Some of these require the support of the
District or County to facilitate them. The jurisdiction of the Parish Council
stretches from the A1303 to the north, south to Barton Road, east to the M11
and Barton Road and east to the end of Whitwell Way.

2.1.2

The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways
England and Coton Parish Council.

Date

Type of engagement

Summary of discussion

2 March
2015

Parish Council up-date
meeting

A representative from the Parish Council attended the
update meeting held on the 2 March 2015. The update
presented the Development Consent Order application
process and in particular the examination process.

11 March
2015

Pre-examination relevant
representation

Please see Appendix A for a copy of the relevant
representation submitted to the Planning Inspectorate.

20 May
2015

SoCG discussion

Telephone discussion held between Coton Parish
Council and Highways England representatives to
discuss and prepare a Statement of Common Ground.
Section 3 of this report provides a summary of the
issues raised.

2.1.3

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Coton Parish Council.

2.1.4

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.

2.1.5

The Parish Council’s relevant representation formed the basis for the
discussion at the SoCG meeting. A copy of the Parish Council’s relevant
representation can be found at Appendix A.

2.1.6

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in sections 2 and 3 of
this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to Coton Parish Council,
and therefore have not been the subject of any discussions between the
parties. As such, those matters can be read as agreed, only to the extent that
they are either not of material interest or relevance to Coton Parish Council.
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3

Matters discussed

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways England
and Coton Parish Council at the telephone discussion on 20 May 2015. It
outlines Highways England responses to stakeholder issues raised and
whether the stakeholder agrees with this Highways England response. The
matters are addressed in line with principal issues identified in Annex C of
the Rule 6 letter.

Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

1

Transportation
and Traffic
Support for the
scheme

In principle the Parish
Council is in favour of the
improvement of the A14. It is
widely accepted there is a
need to invest in resolving
repeated congestion and
associated issues on
surrounding local traffic.

Noted.

Agreed.

2

Design and
Engineering
Ability to access
northbound
routes from
Coton

Constraints remain for
vehicles heading
northbound to the A14 from
Coton which create local
transport and environmental
impacts which cannot be
resolved with the proposed
scheme junction designs.

Your point is noted.
However, issues relating to
northbound access from
Coton onto the M11 to
subsequently join the A14
are outside of the scope of
the A14 improvement
scheme. This scheme does
not preclude further work in
the future.

Not agreed.

3

Design and
Engineering
The need to
upgrade the
A428

The A428 is an outstanding
issue of local concern. The
Parish Council notes that
these improvements sit
outside of the scope of the
scheme. However, poor
connectivity remains given
the missing movements at
Girton Interchange; Coton’s
specific concerns are in the
ability to access southbound
routes heading towards
London from the A428.

The Road Investment
Strategy published as part of
the Autumn Statement of
2014 indicated a
government commitment to
upgrading the remaining
single carriageway section
of the A428 subject to such
a scheme offering value for
money and proceeding
through statutory processes.
This scheme, which is the
subject of a feasibility study,
would be complementary to
the A14 improvement. It
would not replace the need
for the A14 scheme as the
road caters for different
traffic movements.
Whilst it is not proposed as
part of the scheme to
provide connections at
Girton Interchange between
the A428 and the A14 or

Not agreed.
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

M11, the scheme does not
preclude the provision of
works to accommodate
these movements.
Highways England’s
response to Question 1.5.9
contained in the Response
to the First Written
Questions (Report 5, Design
and Engineering Standards)
indicates a possible future
solution which sits outside
the scope of the current A14
road improvements scheme,
which provides for
movements between:
•
•

•

4

Noise and
Vibration
Noise impacts
remain

HE/A14/EX/142

Although low noise surfacing
is being considered,
concerns remain over the
potential noise impacts,
especially from the elevated
section of the road on the
new westbound curve of the
Girton junction.

PC07/5

A428 eastbound and
A14 westbound;
A428 eastbound and
M11 southbound (via
the new local access
road); and
M11 northbound and
A428 westbound. To
clarify these are
potential future
improvements outwith
the remit of the current
scheme.

The noise study area is
defined in line with DMRB
HD213/11 as 600 metres
around new or altered
highways and sections of
existing roads within 1 km of
the new works that are
predicted to be subject to a
change in noise level of
more than 1dB(A) as a
result of the scheme on
opening.
Existing roads subject to a
change of 1dB(A) or more
have been identified based
on the traffic forecasts
predictions provided in
chapter 7 of the ES, as
required by DMRB
HD213/11.
A change of 1dB(A) relates
to an increase in flow by at
least 25% or decrease by
20% in the scheme opening

Not agreed.
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

year (excluding those where
the predicted traffic flow was
less than 1000 vehicles per
18 hour day in both withScheme and withoutScheme scenarios).
Collectively these are called
‘affected routes’ whether
there is a possibility of a
change of 1dBLA10, 18h or
more in the short term or
possibility of a change of
3dBLA10, 18h or more in
the long-term.
A change in road traffic
noise of 1 dB(A) in the short
term is the smallest that is
considered perceptible.
The village of Coton is more
than 1,400 metres beyond
the immediate study area for
the operation of the scheme
as defined by DMRB
213/111 as shown on sheet
15 of figure 14.7 of the ES
Figures.
The closest residential
development in the village is
1.9 km and it is 2.1 km to
the centre the village from
the A14.
Accordingly, Coton is
outside the spatial scope of
the assessment and is
considered unlikely to
experience any noticeable
change in road traffic noise
as a result of the scheme.
Further to this, there are no
noise effects to report in
relation to affected routes in
Coton.
In summary, it is concluded
that no adverse impacts are
likely at Coton due to noise
arising from the construction
and operation of the
proposed scheme, including
the A14 trunk road
westbound link
embankment.
Across the scheme as a
whole, noise mitigation has
been proposed using the
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

following hierarchy of
avoiding, reducing and
offsetting effects. Some of
the proposed measures
include:
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•

Materials: The proposed
scheme incorporates
low noise road surfacing
including the
assumption that
Highways England
would have completed
installation of low noise
surfacing at Important
Areas (where 1% of the
population is affected by
the highest noise levels)
on the existing network
by 2021 with or without
the proposed scheme
(refer to section 14.2.22
of the ES).

•

Layout: The alignment
of the new sections of
the proposed scheme
has been selected to
minimise environmental
impact, including noise,
as far as sustainable.
Additional noise
mitigation has been
incorporated into the
scheme (section 14.5
and table 14.21 of the
ES), in the form of noise
fence barriers.

•

Receptor mitigation:
Where sustainable
scheme mitigation has
been exhausted, and
the residual noise levels
exceed the relevant
trigger values at
residential dwellings,
noise insulation would
be provided in
accordance with the
Noise Insulation
Regulations. This
situation does not arise
at properties at the
Girton Interchange.
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Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
discussion

5

Transportation
and Transport
Public transport
links need to be
improved

The need to provide better
bus routes and convenient
stops remains. Routes are
physically constrained within
villages, especially Coton.
Any improvement needs to
fit with the allocations made
within the Local Growth
Fund for transport
improvement into
Cambridge. However, the
Parish Council recognises
that this aspect is outside of
the scope of the A14
improvement scheme.

Noted.

Agreed.
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5

Appendix A – Relevant representation

5.1.1

Copy of relevant representation submitted to the Planning Inspectorate
‘Coton Parish Council wishes to make representations about:

HE/A14/EX/142

•

The planned layout of roads affected by the scheme;

•

Provision of public transportation in the affected areas, including (but not
limited to) frequent coach services along the M11 and A14, linked with local
buses, to allow a substantial movement from cars to coaches on these
major trunk roads;

•

Provision of cycling routes in the affected areas;

•

Pedestrian safety in the affected areas;

•

Impact of the scheme on local communities;

•

Effects on through traffic to London.’
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6

Appendix B – Possible future layout at Girton
Interchange

6.1.1

The possible future layout at Girton Interchange to provide additional
vehicular movements (future works indicated in pink).

6.1.2

A fully free flow solution (in which traffic can flow freely from one carriageway
to another via a dedicated interchange link, as opposed to having to
negotiate a junction) for the missing connections may also be physically
possible, but would involve the construction of a large number of bridges over
live carriageways and would therefore be significantly more expensive to
construct than the layout suggested above.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement
prepared jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order
(DCO) and another party. It sets out matters of agreement between
both parties, as well as matters where there is not an agreement and
matters which are under discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed
and the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can
be used as evidence of these discussions in representations to the
Planning Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO
application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various
parties, including Parish Councils.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and Fen Drayton Parish Council. It refers to the application
for the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme
which was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014 and accepted on 27 January 2015 for examination by the
Planning Inspectorate.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the
existing A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at
Milton. It includes a new bypass to the south of Huntingdon,
carriageway widening on the existing A14 between Swavesey and
Girton, and improvements to the Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also
includes junction improvements, the widening of a section of the A1
trunk road between Brampton and Alconbury, and approximately 7
miles of new local access roads. In addition, it includes the detrunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the existing A14 trunk
road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and the removal
of the existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway at
Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG.

Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken pre and post–
submission of the DCO application. This includes
meetings, emails and letters related to the
discussions, including a summary of each.

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed
between Highways England and the Parish
Council, in line with the principal issues set out in
Annex C of the Rule 6 letter, including comments
from the Parish Council on whether the matters are
agreed, not agreed or still under discussion.

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and
accurate record of the discussions.

Appendix A

Relevant representation made to the Planning
Inspectorate by Fen Drayton Parish Council.

Appendix B

Huntingdon Viaduct - Highways England’s
Response to the First Written Questions 1.7.9

Appendix C

Examining Authority’s questions 1.5.5, 1.5.6 and
2.12.18.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

Fen Drayton is located 12 miles northwest of Cambridge, and eight
miles south east of Huntingdon. The parish stretches from the A14 to
the south and west and north to the River Great Ouse. The Parish
Council is responsible for local matters that impact upon the parish
both directly and indirectly.

2.1.2

The table below records the engagement undertaken between
Highways England and Fen Drayton Parish Council.

Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

4 March
2015

Parish Council
up-date
meeting

A representative from the Parish Council attended the
update meeting held on 5 March 2015. The update
presented the Development Consent Order application
process and in particular the examination process.

11 March
2015

Preexamination
relevant
representation

Please refer to Appendix A below.

27 May
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground
(SoCG)
meeting

Meeting with Fen Drayton Parish Council to discuss
preparation of this SoCG. The meeting was attended by
Parish Council members and Highways England
representatives. Issues discussed are recorded in section 3
below.

31 July
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground
meeting

Meeting with Fen Drayton Parish Council to discuss issues
under discussion, particularly Covell’s drain and flood risk.

2.1.3

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Fen Drayton Parish
Council.

2.1.4

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.

2.1.5

The Parish Council’s relevant representation formed the basis for the
discussion at the SoCG meeting. A copy of the Parish Council’s
relevant representation can be found at Appendix A.

2.1.6

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in sections 2
and 3 of this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to Fen
Drayton Parish Council, and therefore have not been the subject of
any discussions between the parties. As such, those matters can be
read as agreed, only to the extent that they are either not of material
interest or relevance to Fen Drayton Parish Council.
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3

Matters discussed

3.1

SoCG discussion

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways
England and Fen Drayton Parish Council at meetings on 27 May 2015
and subsequently on 31 July 2015. It outlines Highways England
responses to stakeholder issues raised and whether the stakeholder
agrees with this Highways England response. The matters are
addressed in line with principal issues identified in Annex C of the Rule
6 letter.

Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

1

Transportation
and Traffic

Overall there is local
agreement with the upgrade as planned.

Your comment is duly
noted.

Agreed.

Local access is
recognised as slightly
better in accessing
Cambridge from the
planned improvements.

Your comment is duly
noted.

Agreed

Fen Drayton residents
prefer to access the A14
via Swavesey due to the
existing dangerous short
slip road at Fen Drayton.
A roundabout would
provide for better access
onto the A14 as it would
be safer and more
convenient. Failing this, a
longer slip road would be
safer.

The de-trunked section
of the A14 at Fen
Drayton would retain its
existing design, which is
illustrated in Sheet 13 of
the General Arrangement
plans.

Not agreed.

The local access road
will provide an alternative
route into Cambridge and
provide access into
properties. However, it is
insufficient for local traffic
if it is a single

The Transport
Assessment (document
reference 7.2) indicates
that the number of lanes
across the scheme has
been carefully
considered to ensure that

Not agreed.

There is a need
for the A14 and
its up-grade

The improvements to the
A14 are required to avoid
the situation getting
progressively worst.
The local roads become
congested when the A14
is blocked or congested.
Relieving this situation is
welcomed.

2

Design and
Engineering
Local access is
improved

3

Design and
Engineering
Access onto detrunked A14

4

Design and
Engineering
Local access
road concern
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5

Principal Issue

Design and
Engineering
Swavesey
Junction
complexity

SoCG Report Update – Deadline 9

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

carriageway. Although
this is not likely to be a
critical issue for Fen
Drayton residents.

sufficient capacity is
provided for the forecast
traffic flows.

Local access at
Cambridge Services onto
the A14 due to volume of
traffic will remain a pinch
point. Currently it is
difficult to turn west from
the A14 into Swavesey at
the current T junction
and to make a right-hand
turn across the flow of
traffic.

Swavesey junction
provides connections
between several routes
including the proposed
A14, the local access
roads, the de-trunked
A14, several other local
roads as well as serving
Cambridge services.

The design is
problematic with a
complex system of
roundabouts planned.
There is the prospect
that local traffic from the
area of St Ives, and
villages such as Fen
Drayton will debouche on
to the new A14 at the
earliest point that could
lead to congestion on slip
roads. In particular the
road from Swavesey to
the junction with the A14
is likely to become
congested as it is a point
where all the roads meet.
Possibly traffic lights
could the potential
solution.

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

Not agreed

The proposed layout
limits conflict between
principal traffic flows
heading between the detrunked A14 and the new
A14, local traffic
travelling via the local
access road and traffic
bound for Cambridge
Services. The layout
would be straightforward
to sign and there would
be little confusion for
motorists as to the route
to take.
As a result of
consultation a dedicated
west bound diverge to
the Cambridge Services
has been added to
provide direct access
from the east. Access to
the services from the
west would be slightly
more complicated than at
present however, flows
on the route would be
largely un-impeded by
principal traffic flows
between the de-trunked
A14 and the A14. This is
set out in the Response
to Relevant
Representations report.
With the scheme, traffic
coming from villages to
the north of the A14
travelling east towards
Cambridge would use
the detrunked A14,
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Principal Issue
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

joining the A14
eastbound at the
Swavesey (Trinity Foot)
junction. This traffic
would oppose traffic
approaching the
Swavesey junction from
Bucking Way Road to the
north, however, the
results of operational
assessments undertaken
based on version 3a of
the Cambridge to
Huntingdon A14 Road
Model (CHARM3a) as
reported in Table A.6 of
the Traffic Modelling
Update Report (Applicant
reference HE\A14\EX\44,
PINS reference REP2018) indicate that the
Swavesey North
Roundabout would
operate within design
capacity (Ratio of Flow to
Capacity (RFC) of less
than 85%) in 2035 with
the scheme. The
forecast RFC on the
Bucking Way Road
approach is 79% in the
morning (AM) peak hour
and 70% in the evening
(PM) peak hour with
queues of 4 vehicles and
2 vehicles
respectively. As such,
the provision of traffic
signals at this location is
not considered to be
necessary.
6

Economic and
Social effects
Retain the
Huntingdon
viaduct

The Parish Council are in
favour of retaining the
viaduct for local access
as it would provide a
useful relief or detour
route in case the new
A14 was blocked.
Taking away the viaduct
will create build-up of
traffic, via
Godmanchester on the
Ermine Street (A1198)
which will generate
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The Response to the
First Written Questions,
Report 7: Economic and
Social Effects Question
1.7.9, discusses in detail
the option of retaining the
Huntingdon viaduct. An
excerpt from this
response regarding the
decision to remove the
viaduct is provided in
Appendix B below.
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Principal Issue
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

further local transport
impacts.

in the context of the
viaduct’s condition are
also explained in
Highways England’s
response to the
Examining Authority’s
questions 1.5.5 and 1.5.6
(application reference
HE/A14/EX/32,
examination reference
REP2-006). These are
provided in Appendix C
below. It is not proposed
to remove the viaduct
until the improved A14,
including the Huntingdon
southern bypass, is open
to traffic.
Highways England’s
Response to the Second
Written Questions1
(Applicant's reference
HE/A14/EX/93, PINS
reference REP7-028), in
particular, 2.12.18
provides information on
removing the viaduct.
This is referenced above
and inserts have been
included at Appendix C.
The traffic model
indicates that traffic will
reduce on Ermine Street
(A1198), contrary to the
stakeholders concern.
Please refer to page 191
in the Transport
Assessment for further
detail.
http://infrastructure.planni
ngportal.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/proje
cts/TR010018/2.%20Pos
tSubmission/Application%
20Documents/Other%20
Documents/A14%207.2

1

http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%207/Highways%20England%2
0-%20HE-A14-EX93%20Response%20to%20ExAs%20Second%20Written%20Questions%20Huntingdon%
20Viaduct%20Response%20Collated.pdf
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

%20Transport%20Asses
sment.pdf
7

Noise and
Vibration
Noise impacts
require
mitigation

Noise impacts are a key
concern across the
village. The original plans
had the new A14 being
built further south and
therefore away from the
village. There is concern
that noise would be
made worse by
prevailing west winds.
The elevation of the road
is also a concern.

The potential for
operational noise and
vibration impacts from
the proposed scheme at
Fen Drayton has been
fully assessed in the ES
(document reference 6.1,
Chapter 14 and
Appendix 14.6). The
closest part of the centre
of Fen Drayton is around
500m from the existing
A14 and around 600m
from the proposed
bypass. The centre of
the village is represented
by Assessment
Locations 1015, 1016
and 1017. Appendix
14.6 and Figure 14.7 to
the ES show that the
forecast long term noise
increase at these
locations is at most a 1.4
dB increase (this is the
increase between 2020
without the scheme and
2035 with the
scheme). As noted in
paragraph 3.37 of DMRB
HD213/11, “In the long
term (typically 15 years
after project opening), a
3 dB LA10, 18h change
is considered
perceptible.” A 1.4 dB
increase is therefore
imperceptible in the long
term and hence the ES
identified no significant
noise effects at Fen
Drayton.

Agreed.

Homes located on Mill
Road and Middleton Way
(between the existing
A14 Huntingdon Road
and Fen Drayton) would
experience even smaller
increases and those
closest to the existing
A14 would benefit from
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Principal Issue
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

noise reductions
(Assessment Locations
648, 649 and 654).
Noise levels with the
proposed scheme in
operation have been
forecast using the
Government’s
Calculation of Road
Traffic Noise. This
method errs on the side
of caution and assumes
that the wind
continuously blows from
the road being assessed
to the receptors under
consideration (re DMRB
HD213/11 para A4.56).
8

Noise and
Vibration
Horse and Gate
Street

There are six properties
directly facing onto the
road along Horse and
Gate Street and 17
properties already
damaged due to vibration
along Horse and Gate
Street.
Issues relating to
vibration are being
discussed with
Cambridge Country
Council, the highways
authority for the street.
The concern is that this
could be exacerbated by
the construction of the
A14.
Our concern is that the
disruption caused by the
A14 upgrade will force
traffic to seek alternative
routes and severely
impact the buildings
along Horse and Gate St.
A weight restriction will
significantly reduce
heavy traffic.

Horse and Gate Street is
in the centre of the
village and is therefore
over 500m from the
existing and to be detrunked A14 and hence
over 500m from any of
the construction or
operation of the
proposed scheme.

Not agreed.

As set out in Volume 6.1
Chapter 14 of the ES,
based on best practice
the study area for
construction vibration is
300m from the works
(para 14.2.1). Properties
on Horse and Gate
Street are therefore
substantially outside the
study area.
The Environmental
Statement therefore
reports no significant
construction vibration
effects at Fen Drayton
and this conclusion is
unchanged by the
information about the
existing condition of the
properties identified by
the Parish Council.
Weight restrictions are a
matter for the local
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

highways authority,
Cambridgeshire County
Council.

9

Water Issues
Oxholme Brook
and local flood
risk through the
2
existing drain

A drainage ditch runs
through Fen Drayton.
A small catchment could
be overrun with the water
from a large arterial road.
The brook represents a
potential flood risk if
there is greater levels of
concentrated run-off then
the scheme could
exacerbate the run-off
water and increase risk.
Water could run off
Covells Drain which
could be used as an
alternative catchment.
Flood defence banks
were built by South
Cambridge District
Council to protect the
village from the Ouse.
This could be resolved
during detailed design to
divert the run off.
‘The flood defence
system is dependent
upon a low volume of
water from the Oxholme
catchment during periods
of inundation from the
Ouse as this flow is
trapped behind the flood
barrier and only a limited
sump is available as a
buffer for water retention.
A14 water should be
diverted into the Covell’s
Drain catchment where a
balancing pond is

The scheme would cross
both watercourses
(Oxholme drain and
Covells drain) on an
embankment requiring
new culverts on both
watercourses. Hydraulic
modelling has been
undertaken as part of the
Flood Risk Assessment
to assess the impact of
the scheme on both
watercourses. The result
of the assessment is that
the scheme would have
a neutral impact on both
watercourses.

Agreed.

The hydraulic modelling
concludes that the flood
extents on the two
watercourses remain
separate for the 1%
Annual Exceedance
Probability (1 in 100 /
Flood Zone 3) event.
This does not correlate
with the flood zone maps
published by the
Environment Agency
which we are currently
discussing with them.
Runoff from the new A14
road would drain to
combined attenuation
and treatment ponds.
These ponds would have
two functions, which are:
•

To store excess
highway runoff and
release it at a

2

Additional correspondence. Covells Drain which comes under the A14 opposite where the Cambridge road from
Fen Drayton meets the A14.Public drain no. 1 (Covells Drain) has a significant catchment to the South of the A14 ,
running under the road then parallel to Cambridge Road towards the River Ouse. There is a balancing pond proposed
but there are large areas of road development to the immediate South and West which have a large area of run-off
and it is likely that at times of heavy rain, the volume of polluted water could be substantial. This will debouche into the
existing public drain. There is an existing problem, which occurs regularly, of overflow of water onto the road and land
(a serious impact on crops) at the road junction here. This is caused primarily by the drain executing a dog-leg
immediately after it emerges from the culvert under the A14 before it assumes its normal course northwards. Any
excess run-off will exacerbate this and it is suggested that there is an opportunity now to straighten the watercourse.
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

provided as part of the
new development.’

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

controlled rate to the
receiving
watercourse; and
•

To provide pollution
control measures for
contaminants in
highway runoff in the
form of vegetated
treatment areas and
other facilities.

Highways England has
developed a procedure,
in collaboration with the
Environment Agency,
called Highways Agency
Water Risk Assessment
Tool (HAWRAT) for the
purposes of assessing
the ecological impact
caused by highway
runoff to watercourses.
Pollution control
measures would be
provided in accordance
with the HAWRAT
assessment. The
treatment measures
would be sufficient to
ensure that the effect of
runoff on water quality in
the receiving
watercourse, in this case
Covell's drain, would be
neutral.
10

Transportation
and traffic
Public rights of
way

There is currently a right
of way to Conington west
of the A14. Reinstating
the footpath and
bridleway and the
connection with
Conington with a bridge
over the de-trunked A14
would be welcomed.
The major issue
concerns the public right
of way joining Fen
Drayton with Conington.
Extensive work on the
Conington side includes
3 bridges over the new
A14 as shown on sheets
12 and 13:

HE/A14/EX/142

There would be no direct
impact upon Footpath
86/3 (Fen Drayton 3 as
shown in Sheet 13 of the
General Arrangement
plans).

Not agreed.

There is no plan to
reinstate this particular
footpath and bridleway,
however there would be
a new footpath provided
along the northern
boundary of the
eastbound de-trunked
A14 route from the Mill
Road/Huntingdon Road
junction to the point
where it would tie into the
proposed NMU route
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

1. Conington road bridge
(South of Fen Stanton).
2. New Barns road
bridge.
3. NMU bridge for
Conington Footpath 2.
The NMU bridge carries
the footpath to the detrunked A14 and stops.
The New Barns road
bridge also carries NMU
traffic to the de-trunked
A14 then turns left
carries on a NMU path
by the side of the A14 for
a couple of hundred
yards and stops.
There is no connection
between these two paths
and no other
communications link
other than by an
unmarked crossing of the
A14 to the NMU route
along the Northern side
of the A14 to the junction
of the Fen Drayton
Footpath 3.
It would be very
appropriate to create a
bridge over the detrunked A14 at this point
to link the NMU paths to
Conington with the NMU
path along the northern
part of the A14 and the
Fen Drayton Footpath.
This would create a
danger-free crossing,
restore the ancient
Conington/Fen Drayton
access route and provide
a wider link between the
NMU paths North and
South of the de-trunked
A14.
It does not seem to make
sense to provide a bridge
for the Conington

HE/A14/EX/142

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

commencing at
Swavesey junction. The
proposed new footpath
would also cross the detrunked A14
approximately 180m east
of 86/3 (Footpath
Conington 2 as shown in
Sheet 12 of the General
Arrangement plans) and
onto the new Conington
Road bridge over the
new A14. There would
therefore be much
greater connectivity
between 86/3 and other
routes suitable for NMU
greatly enhancing the
recreational and utility
value of the route.
Although 53/2 (Footpath
Conington 2) would be
permanently stopped up,
the new NMU route over
Conington bridge would
provide a new northsouth route and the
reduction of traffic flows
of 60 to 70% on the detrunked A14 would
provide an increased
opportunity for NMU to
cross the A14 and
continue journeys. The
overall enhanced
provision and
connectivity may attract
greater use of these
routes.
Connectivity of New
Barns Road would be
maintained with the
proposed new Conington
Road bridge which would
also have a new shared
NMU facility provided.
The reduction of traffic
flows of 60 to 70% on the
de-trunked A14 would
provide an increased
opportunity for NMU to
cross the de-trunked A14
and continue journeys,
improving the utility and
recreational value of the
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

footpath 2 over the new
A14 to abruptly end at a
major road when a
bridge over the detrunked A14 would
complete a very useful
link for all NMU traffic.
Without this latter bridge
to the Fen Drayton
Footpath 3 the bridge for
Conington Footpath 2
becomes almost
redundant as traffic will
not want to cross the A14
even when de-trunked.

route. This is set out in
Table 15.7 of the
Environmental
Statement.

The argument that NMU
traffic can go the very
long way round using the
new Connington road
bridge implies that the
New barns bridge and
Conington footpath 2
bridge are redundant.
We would urge that a
bridge over the detrunked A14 is necessary
to restore the public right
of way and cohesion
between the Parishes of
Fen Drayton and
Conington and provides
a useful connecting link
for NMU traffic either
side of this road.

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

Huntingdon Southern
Bypass would
significantly reduce the
amount of traffic using
the de-trunked old A14.
Consequently the
viability of the existing
crossing point would be
improved. Any further
improvements to the
footpath crossing or
amendments to the road
junction (New Barns
Lane/Cambridge Road)
would be a matter for
Cambridge County
Council as the relevant
highway authority.
A non-motorised user
(NMU) facility is
proposed on the northeast side of the existing
A14 from Fenstanton,
south-eastwards to
Girton along the existing
A14 and proposed Local
Access Road. This
facility would link existing
bridleways and footpaths
on the north-east side of
the A14 corridor,
communities along the
route, and crossing
points of the new A14
route at various locations
including Swavesey, Bar
Hill and other road
bridges. There is an
existing road bridge
across the
A14 (to be de-trunked) at
Fenstanton.
The footpath, Conington
2 (which joins the northwest side of the A14
some distance northwest of the junction of
New Barns Lane with
A14) would be
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Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

extinguished and
replaced by a new NMU
facility extending from its
current junction with New
Barns Lane, initially in
the field adjoining the
road and then
subsequently in the
western verge, crossing
the proposed bridge over
the new A14 alignment,
continuing until it reaches
the existing A14.
Whilst the historic links
mentioned are
understood, provision of
a bridge to span the
existing A14, which is to
be de-trunked, would
involve considerable
expense, additional land
on each side of the road,
and extensive ramps to
accommodate cyclists
and equestrians.
The existing A14 would
have significantly
reduced traffic flows after
completion of the
scheme, and especially
during off-peak periods
(document reference 7.2
– Transport Assessment
– Figure 7.6). In these
circumstances, it is
considered that the
proposed scheme, which
retains an existing atgrade crossing, would
provide appropriate
facilities for nonmotorised users in this
area. The provision of a
roundabout at this
location is not necessary
from a traffic viewpoint to
link Conington and Fen
Drayton, as vehicular
access across the
existing A14 would still
be possible at
Fenstanton, and the
route is convenient,
being only approximately
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

2km longer.

11

Compulsory
acquisition
Compulsory
purchase of
Town Lands
adjacent to the
A14

Reassurance is needed
that access will remain to
the Town Lands which
the Parish Council are
trustees of and is
currently rented out
under a charitable trust.
The land has direct legal
access onto the A14.
Income from renting the
land is used for the local
community work.
This issue will certainly
form part of the written
representation. It needs
to be managed
appropriately to alleviate
local concern.

12

Transportation
and Traffic
Construction
traffic and
potential
impacts in Fen
Drayton

There is recent
experience from the
building of the guided
busway where heavy
goods vehicles used the
village as access. Is
there provision within the
Construction Code of
Practice to prevent rat
running and construction
traffic?

Highways England have
reviewed this matter and
confirm that the
proposed stopping up will
be removed. Highways
England will be revising
the Right of Way &
Access Sheet 16 and
other associated
documents DCO
documents to show that
this field access
(reference C on sheet
16) will be retained.

Agreed.

A request for changes to
the scheme which
includes this change will
be submitted to the
Examining Authority.
The construction traffic
impacts at Fen Drayton
would be mitigated using
the same measures as
those at Madingley, Dry
Drayton, Coton
Brampton and Boxworth.
The details of these
measures can be found
in the response provided
for the first written
questions, Question
1.12.6 (Report 12:
Transportation and
Traffic – HE/A14/EX/39).

Agreed.

The contractors
appointed to build the
scheme would be
required to prepare a
traffic management plan
which will describe the
traffic management,
safety and control
measures proposed
during construction of the
scheme. The traffic
management plan would
include details of
measures to be
implemented to reduce
construction traffic
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Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

impacts as well as a list
of roads which may be
used by construction
traffic in the vicinity of the
site including any
restrictions to
construction traffic on
these routes.
The appointed
contractors would consult
with local roads
authorities regarding
access routes that may
be used by the appointed
contractors to access the
construction sites,
including consultation
regarding any particular
timing restrictions on the
use of roads. Signing
would be provided by the
contractor, including
seeking any approvals or
consents necessary.
Where appropriate, the
main contractors would
provide haul routes
through the works for use
by construction vehicles
to reduce the need to
use public roads. Site
access points would be
positioned to enable the
use of haul routes to be
maximised, subject to
safety considerations in
the design and
construction of
appropriate access
points. Further detail on
construction traffic
impacts is detailed in
Appendix 20.2, Chapter
15 of the Environmental
Statement.
Dedicated haul routes
are identified on the
scheme and are set out
in the Construction
Strategy – document 6.2
of the Environmental
Statement, Figure 3.1,
sheet 4.
(http://infrastructure.plan
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England
Response

Agreed /
Not Agreed
/ Under
Discussion

ningportal.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/proje
cts/TR010018/2.%20Pos
tSubmission/Application%
20Documents/Environme
ntal%20Statement/A14%
206.2%20ES%20Figure
%2003.01.pdf).
As shown on Figure 3.1,
there are no dedicated
haul routes currently
planned through Fen
Drayton.
13

Transportation
and Traffic
Impact on local
roads

HE/A14/EX/142

What funds will be
available for traffic
calming in Fen Drayton?

Your comment is duly
noted. The transport
modelling is considered
to be robust and by
improving the reliability
and resilience of the A14
the impact on local roads
would be lessened.
Therefore, traffic calming
measures at Fen Drayton
are not anticipated to be
necessary.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Mike Evans

Signature:

Position:

Senior Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

10 September 2015

Name:

Harry Webster, Chair

Signature:

Email sign off

On behalf of:

Fen Drayton Parish Council

Date:

10th September 2015
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Appendix A: Relevant representation

The following relevant representation was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate.
1. The new A14 will be not much further from Fen Drayton as is the existing
A14. It will be at a higher elevation and there should be adequate noise
reduction measures.
2. The village has a new flood defence system based on existing drainage
from the catchment of the Oxholme Brook. Measures should be in place
to ensure any run-off from the A14 does not impact the current drainage
system.
3. Maintenance of current, and restoration of pre-existing rights of way.
4. The A14 viaduct at Huntingdon should be maintained (possibly with a
weight limit) to alleviate the congestion at Godmanchester and
Huntingdon and act as a relief road in emergencies for the new A14. It
will also eliminate any need for a new road across the St Ives Meadows
that has been proposed as an area of outstanding natural beauty.
5. The service or secondary road from Swavesey to Cambridge is 2 lanes
which will be insufficient for the local traffic north of the A14 between
Girton and St Ives, particularly given the new village developments in
prospect.
6. Fen Drayton has an interest in any compulsory land3 purchase
arrangements affecting the parish.
7. During the development of the new A14 Fen Drayton would require that
construction traffic is not permitted to pass through the village.
Additionally, if it is discovered that the village is being used as an access
route or “rat-run”, means of addressing this should be provided (such as
vehicle restrictions or calming measures) by the Development
organisation.
8. Access would need to be retained to the Fen Drayton Town Lands field
from the A14.

3

We do have concerns that despite our registration for representation (ref 10031014), the A14 upgrade
could have a serious negative impact on the future income received by the Fen Drayton Parish Council.
This relates to council land which abuts the A14 and for which replacement access has not been
designated.
We would therefore welcome a statement addressing the remediation of this omission. Presumably
there are pro-formas which can be used to make a representation straightforward.
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Appendix B: Huntingdon Viaduct

6.1

Highways England’s Response to the First Written Question 1.7.9

The following response was provided to Written Question 1.7.9, (Chapter 7 of
Highways England’s Response to the First Written Questions) submitted to the
Planning Inspectorate regarding Huntingdon Viaduct. It is included here for your
information.
It is proposed to remove the viaduct for principally the following reasons:
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Removal supports Huntingdon District Council’s strategic regeneration
objectives, as articulated in the West Area Action Plan, as well as enhancing
the character of the Huntingdon Conservation Area;
Removal is a condition of local authority financial contributions to the scheme;
Removal would improve air quality in the town as a consequence of the
redirection of strategic traffic to the new bypass;
Removal enables improved road connections within the town, to the existing
link roads, notably to the railway station, and also to the hospital and
secondary school for those travelling from Godmanchester;
Removal improves accessibility of the town for local travellers;
Due to continued use by strategic traffic, its retention would not resolve
congestion at Brampton Hut and Spittals Interchange;
There is an ongoing annual maintenance cost of £342,000 whilst the viaduct
remains; and
The economic life of the existing viaduct is ten years only in its current use,
due to anticipated increased traffic requiring widening which could only be
achieved through demolition and rebuild. This would require additional land
take in an urban area.

Environmental benefits in removal of viaduct
The Transport Assessment (document reference 7.1) states a reduction in traffic on
the A14 between the viaduct and Spittals Interchange from 78,600 to 27,600 annual
average daily traffic (AADT) flows in the opening year of the scheme. If the viaduct
were to remain then a proportion of this traffic would continue to use the existing
route, with consequential noise and air quality impacts.
The Huntingdon area is currently designated as an air quality management area
where annual mean NO2 concentrations exceed the relevant air quality objective.
Huntingdon is the main area where improvements in air quality are predicted to occur
as a result of the scheme; the re-routing of traffic onto the new road takes traffic away
from the urban areas of Huntingdon.
In addition, the continued use of the existing route by HGVs would detrimentally
impact on the safety objectives of the scheme in that a proportion of the strategic
traffic would continue to pass through an urban area rather than make use of the
bypass.
Economic development within Huntingdon
HE/A14/EX/142
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There are significant non-monetised benefits from removal of the viaduct through
addressing severance issues that the viaduct creates and also through improved
access to Huntingdon town centre and the railway station via the proposed new link
roads. These potential benefits reflect the Huntingdon West Area Action Plan,
prepared by Huntingdonshire District Council and adopted in 2011, which sets out a
plan for development of West Huntingdon and diversification of the local economy
based on the removal of the viaduct. Within the vision statement for the West Area
Action Plan it says:
‘New and improved transport routes will enable better, easier and more sustainable
travel patterns enabling new land uses that will reflect the improved accessibility of
the location. The new routes will help to break down the barrier caused by the main
roads and enhance the connections and inter-relationships between this area and the
rest of the town centre.’
The removal of the viaduct and the creation of local roads, as set out within the
proposed scheme, are essential to the achievement of the vision. The viaduct
currently passes through the Huntingdon Conservation Area; its removal would
therefore enhance the character of the conservation area.
Local connections and access
The proposed scheme includes the creation of a link road that connects the detrunked A14 to the East of Huntingdon with that to the West via a new road across
Mill Common, the Brampton Road making use of the Brampton Road Bridge over the
east Coast Mainline railway, and a new road crossing Views Common. This retains
an East/West passage for vehicles, other than heavy goods vehicles, through
Huntingdon and supports the scheme objective of connecting people by helping to put
the right traffic on the right roads. It improves access to the railway station and, in
connecting with the recently constructed link road running parallel with the railway
and the inner ring road within Huntingdon, it improves accessibility to the town centre.
Access to the hospital and secondary school via Brampton Road Bridge is
maintained.
The removal of the viaduct and the creation of local link roads would also improve
access into Huntingdon for residents of Godmanchester, providing them with an
alternative to the B1044 which crosses the Old Town Bridge, so reducing traffic levels
on this historic structure. This again supports the scheme objective of connecting
people.
Local authority support
For all of the above reasons, local authorities in Huntingdon and Cambridgeshire
have stated that they would not support any scheme which retained the A14 viaduct
over the East Coast Mainline railway as it would be a constraint to plans for local
regeneration and economic development and in conflict with their local plans.
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Appendix C: Examining Authority’s questions
1.5.5, 1.5.6, 2.12.18

Question 1.5.5 (application reference HE/A14/EX/32, examination reference REP2-006)
Briefly, what is the structural condition of the viaduct carrying the A14 over the East
Coast Mainline Railway and the B1514 Brampton Road, including reference to any
previous structural remedial work?
Response
The A14 Huntingdon Viaduct is a six span reinforced concrete structure which was
constructed in 1975.
The central deck span, over the railway, was constructed using two sections that cantilever
from the piers with the central section of the deck lifted into position supported off the
cantilevers. The type of joint between the central section and the cantilevers is known as a
half joint.
The central section consists of 32m long longitudinally pre-tensioned and transversely posttensioned concrete box beams with a reinforced concrete top slab. The cantilever sections
are tapered, post-tensioned concrete box beams. The two spans adjacent to the central
span (back spans) are also tapered post tensioned concrete box beams. The remaining
(approach) spans are 32.3m long longitudinally pre-tensioned and transversely posttensioned concrete box beams with a reinforced concrete topping. There are joints and
bearings between each of the approach spans and at the ends of the back spans.
The five piers of the Huntingdon viaduct consist of four concrete columns set square to the
deck.
The viaduct has required a high degree of maintenance due to construction defects including
voids within the grout filled ducts carrying the prestressing tendons in the back spans,
cracking in the half joints which support the main span over the railway, and suspected high
levels of chloride contamination of the concrete due to historic leakage of highway runoff
(including de-icing salts) through expansion joints in the bridge deck. Chloride contamination
can lead to accelerated corrosion of reinforcing bars and prestressing tendons in concrete.
Work to the viaduct over and above routine maintenance has included the installation of:
•
•
•
•
•

structural steel collars to strengthen the tops of piers;
access holes into voids in the post-tensioned decks to allow inspection;
a remote monitoring system for the post-tensioned half joints;
acoustic monitoring to detect wire breaks in the prestressing tendons in the
prestressed concrete deck; and
safeguarding structural steelwork to prevent catastrophic collapse of the viaduct
should the half joints fail.

In addition to this, a large amount of radiographic inspection and regrouting of the posttensioning tendons has been carried out.
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The safeguarding steelwork referred to above was not considered to be an adequate
permanent solution to the weak half joints. When the A14 Ellington to Fen Ditton scheme
was cancelled (and the viaduct would not therefore be demolished), it was decided that work
to replace the safeguarding steelwork with a permanent solution to strengthen the half joints
could proceed and this was installed in 2013. These are the large steel beams that are
visible on the structure today. These steel beams have reduced the headroom on Brampton
Road, leading to a narrowing of the carriageway and a height restriction of 4.4m being
implemented. There have been two recorded vehicle impacts since the enhanced
safeguarding was introduced.
The strengthening has addressed deterioration of the half joints which was the main concern
with the condition of the structure and there are no other critical works required to address
any defects. It does however remain the case that due to the age and condition of the
viaduct, a significant effort is required to monitor and inspect the viaduct. This work is made
more difficult and expensive due to the difficult access and restrictions on working because
of the proximity to the railway.
Question 1.5.6
Has the structural condition of the viaduct carrying the A14 over the East Coast
Mainline Railway and the B1514 Brampton Road influenced the decision to remove
the viaduct? If so, how, in terms of future costs including the cost of removing the
viaduct and providing the link roads, has the condition influenced the decision?
Response
As a consequence of repairs carried out in 2013, the structural condition of the viaduct
carrying the A14 over the East Coast Mainline railway is considered to be satisfactory and is
expected to remain so into the foreseeable future. As a consequence, its structural condition
has not influenced the decision to remove it, although ongoing maintenance costs are one of
the factors that were considered in making that decision. The factors considered in the
decision to remove the viaduct are described within the response to question 1.7.9.
The viaduct was expected to be demolished as part of the A14 Ellington to Fen Ditton major
improvement scheme and the Highways Agency had been managing the viaduct in line with
this expectation, with a strategy of extensive monitoring and targeted repair work. However,
the scheme was withdrawn pending further study in the October 2010 Comprehensive
Spending Review (CSR). In light of the delay and the ongoing issues with the structure, the
Highways Agency had to ensure that the structure was fit for purpose for the foreseeable
future and therefore brought forward significant intervention to fix the identified problem. A
decision on the nature of repair was taken whilst the A14 Study was ongoing, and whilst the
long term future of the viaduct remained uncertain. Consequently, works specified were the
minimum necessary for safety reasons.
In the order of £342,000 is spent annually on monitoring the condition of the viaduct and on
ongoing maintenance. In addition, the repairs carried out in 2013, comprising deep section
steel brackets, are unsightly and have had the effect of limiting the headroom below the
bridge. Impact mitigation works and carriageway realignment are currently in place on
Brampton Road Bridge to restrict traffic position away from low headroom areas. These
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measures consist of concrete vehicle barriers, vehicle activated signs and headroom
restrictions.
Question 2.12.8
Why is removal of the existing A14 Huntingdon viaduct and the associated road
works a necessary element of the A14 improvement scheme?
Response
Omission of the removal of the existing Huntingdon Viaduct (and associated road works in
Huntingdon) is expected to result in a significant proportion of people continuing to use the
existing A14, rather than the proposed Huntingdon Southern Bypass, because it would
remain the shortest route to the A1(M) and the north (refer to the response to written
question 2.5.4).
As outlined in the response to written question 2.12.17, a significant consequence of the
omission of the removal of the existing Huntingdon Viaduct would be a failure to deliver
traffic relief to the A14 through Huntingdon.
One of the objectives of the scheme is to combat congestion, making the route between
Huntingdon and Cambridge more reliable and providing capacity for future traffic growth. As
outlined in the response to written question 2.12.17 a failure to deliver traffic relief to A14 in
Huntingdon would mean that problems associated with congestion would continue to worsen
due to people continuing to use the existing A14. This would impact the local environment in
Huntingdon in terms of road traffic noise, air quality and related quality of life aspects. While
some traffic would transfer to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass as congestion worsens,
there would remain a large proportion of traffic that would continue to use the existing A14
through Huntingdon.
Removal of the existing Huntingdon Viaduct and provision of associated road works from the
scheme would deliver significant traffic relief to Huntingdon and its environs as a result of
traffic re-routing onto the Huntingdon Southern Bypass. This would provide associated
environmental benefits to the area in the form of reduced road traffic noise and air pollution.
Another scheme objective is to unlock growth, enabling major residential and commercial
developments to proceed, leading to increased economic growth, regionally and nationally.
As outlined in the response to written question 2.12.17, removal of the existing Huntingdon
Viaduct and provision of road improvements in Huntingdon would also support local
regeneration in Huntingdon, notably local aspirations for development to the western side of
Huntingdon Town Centre.
Another scheme objective is to connect people, by placing the right traffic on the right roads
and freeing up local capacity for all types of road user, including pedestrians, cyclists and
equestrians. Removal of the viaduct would result in significant re-routing of traffic, notably
strategic ‘through’ traffic to the Huntingdon Southern Bypass traffic, freeing up capacity on
the exiting A14 for local traffic movements.
Another scheme objective is to improve safety, designing the proposed scheme to modern
highway standards, introducing better lane control, and providing adequate capacity for
predicted traffic levels. Traffic growth in the area of the Huntingdon Viaduct without the
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proposed scheme is projected to be 78,600 vehicles per day in 2020, which is significantly
above the design standard of 66,000 vehicles a day used when the road was built. This is
projected to increase by 15% between 2020 and 2035 to 90,500 vehicles a day,
exacerbating existing congestion problems. Removal of the viaduct would result in significant
re-routing of traffic onto a new, high-quality route designed to modern standards.
The benefits associated with the removal of the viaduct are widely recognised in adopted
local planning policy, including the Huntingdonshire District Council Core Strategy
Development Plan Document (DPD) and the Huntingdon West Area Action Plan (refer to the
response to written question 2.12.17).
As described in Chapter 4 of The Case for the Scheme (Applicant reference 7.1, PINS
reference APP-755), several options were considered and assessed during the scheme
development process. This process was guided by an examination of the identified issues
and objectives, and ultimately led to the scheme, as set out in the Development Consent
Order application, being identified as the preferred solution.
As a result of the decision not to toll the scheme, Highways England re-evaluated the
business case for the proposed scheme alongside the alternatives previously considered.
These alternatives included Option 5a, which provided a dual two-lane Huntingdon Southern
Bypass and retained the existing Huntingdon Viaduct, and Option 7b (the proposed
scheme), which provided a dual three-lane Huntingdon Southern Bypass and included detrunking of the existing A14 and removal of the existing Huntingdon Viaduct.
While none of the options evaluated were directly equivalent to a scenario in which the
Huntingdon Viaduct is retained as part of the proposed scheme, Option 5a is considered to
provide a good analogue because, regardless of the number of lanes provided on the
Huntingdon Southern Bypass, the existing A14 through Huntingdon would remain the
shortest route to the A1(M) and the north. A significant proportion of people would therefore
continue to use the existing A14, rather than the Huntingdon Southern Bypass.
The results of the above evaluation concluded that, while Option 5a would offer higher value
for money than the proposed scheme (Option 7b), it would only offer short term relief of
congestion and would require a further scheme to provide additional capacity within 10 to 15
years. It is likely that this would include additional lanes on the Huntingdon Southern Bypass
(additional widening to the Huntingdon Viaduct from two to three lanes in both directions
would not be possible without demolition of the existing structure), a junction between the
bypass and the A1 and speed restrictions on the A14 through Huntingdon.
Consequently, the proposed scheme, which includes removal of the Huntingdon Viaduct,
provides a long-term solution to the problems of congestion on the A14 between Cambridge
and Huntingdon. It is the only solution which meets all the strategic business case
objectives. It is also the scheme which would have the widest public and local authority
support (both Huntingdonshire District Council and Cambridgeshire County Council have
stated that they would not support any scheme which retained the Huntingdon Viaduct).
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and
another party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as
well as matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are
under discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning
Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various parties,
including Parish Councils.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and Fenstanton Parish Council. It refers to the application for the
proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement scheme which was
submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December 2014.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the
existing A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the
Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the
widening of a section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and
Alconbury, and approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In
addition, it includes the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the
existing A14 trunk road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and
the removal of the existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline
railway at Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG.

Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken pre and post–submission of
the DCO application. This includes meetings, emails and letters
related to the discussions, including a summary of each.

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed between
Highways England and Fenstanton Parish Council, in line with
the principal issues set out in Annex C of the Rule 6 letter,
including comments from Fenstanton Parish Council on
whether the matters are agreed, not agreed or still under
discussion.

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate record
of the discussions.

Appendix A

Copy of the relevant representation made to the Planning
Inspectorate.

Appendix B

Extract from Construction Code of Practice.

Appendix C

Copy of the written representation made to the Planning
Inspectorate.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

Fenstanton is located 12 miles north west of Cambridge and 6.5 miles to
the east of Huntingdon. The parish stretches from the River Great Ouse to
the north, the A1096 and Potton Road to the west and Moore brook to the
east.

2.1.2

The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways
England and Fenstanton Parish Council.

Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

13 June
2014

Preapplication
Statutory
Consultation

Fenstanton Parish Council made a formal response to the statutory
consultation. The main issues identified in the response included the
following:
• The Parish Council are broadly in support of the proposed
scheme but reserves the right to withdraw support if the
proposed scheme changes
• The Parish Council states its intention to make further
comments when more detail of the scheme is made available
by Highways England
• Traffic modelling information is requested in respect to a
number of local roads
• The Parish Council requested a higher bund instead of the
proposed 2m bund as a more appropriate visual and noise
mitigation measure
• The Parish Council indicates willingness to accept
compromise in terms of noise mitigation in the form of
planting of substantial tree
• Parish Council reiterates its support of Mr & Mrs Pulley of Old
Clayfields Hilton Road

6 March
2015

Preexamination
relevant rep

A copy of the relevant representation made to the Planning
Inspectorate is in Appendix A

4 June
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground
(SoCG)

The aim of the meeting was to discuss preparation of a Statement of
Common Ground. The meeting was attended by a Fenstanton Parish
Council member and representatives of Highways England. Please
refer to section 3 below for the key issues raised at the meeting.
A subsequent exchange of comments has taken place to clarify the
issue raised within the SoCG.

2.1.3

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and Fenstanton Parish
Council.

2.1.4

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.

2.1.5

The Parish Council’s relevant representation and written representation
formed the basis for the discussion at the SoCG meeting and for on-going
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discussions. A copy of the Parish Council’s relevant representation can be
found at Appendix A and written representation at Appendix C.
2.1.6

It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in sections 2 and 3
of this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to Fenstanton Parish
Council, and therefore have not been the subject of any discussions
between the parties. As such, those matters can be read as agreed, only to
the extent that they are either not of material interest or relevance to
Fenstanton Parish Council.
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3

Matters discussed

3.1

SoCG discussion

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways England
and Fenstanton Parish Council at the meeting on 4 June 2015. It outlines
Highways England’s responses to stakeholder issues raised and whether
the stakeholder agrees with this Highways England response. The matters
are addressed in line with principal issues identified in Annex C of the Rule
6 letter.

Ref

Principal Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

1

Transportation
and Traffic
In support of the
scheme in
principle

The Parish Council
accepts the current
route for the scheme,
as long as it does not
move any closer to
the village. Support
for this position is
being made on behalf
of Pear Tree Close,
Hilton Road, The
Gables residents and
the wider parish.
The impacts of delays
and frequent
disruption on the A14
and the knock on
effect on traffic in
Fenstanton needs to
be addressed.

Noted.

Agreed.

2

Transportation
and Traffic
Traffic modelling
requires greater
clarity

The results of the
revised traffic
modelling and local
impacts need to be
communicated.

Details of updated traffic projections
based on version 3a of the
Cambridge to Huntingdon A14 Road
Model (CHARM3a) are provided in
the Traffic Modelling Update Report
(document reference HE/A14/EX/44)
submitted at Deadline 2 of the DCO
Examination on 15 June 2015.
Table 2.13 in the Traffic Modelling
Update Report indicates that traffic
flows at the Fenstanton junction
(A14 Junction 27) are forecast to
reach 11,400 vehicles per day in
2035 without the scheme, compared
to 9,100 vehicles in 2014. With the
scheme traffic flows at the junction
are forecast to remain at similar
levels to 2014, with 9,200 vehicles
per day forecast in 2035.
Within the village itself, daily traffic

Under
discussion.
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

flows on the High Street in 2035 are
forecast to fall from 9,800 vehicles
per day without the scheme to 8,200
vehicles per day with the scheme, a
reduction of 16%.
Highways England is currently
engaged with Cambridgeshire
County Council and Cambridge City
Council with regards to traffic
modelling. Local impact testing has
been agreed as a sensitivity test on
the CHARM3a model and is
explained in the Local Traffic Impact
Report submitted for Deadline 6
(HE/A14/EX/73).
The updates will be communicated
through Parish forums.
3

Noise and
Vibration
Mitigation

The Parish Council
are of the opinion that
the noise mitigation as
proposed is
inadequate. The
proposed 2 metre
earth bund should be
increased to 4 metres
for both noise and
visual reasons. There
is a clear request for a
commitment to a
higher bund to provide
protection, principally
would like screening
at Pear Tree Close
but requests that
mitigation take into
account the whole
parish.
Further stakeholder
comment:
The Parish Council
seeks a commitment
to providing a higher
bund to mitigate noise
and reduce visual
impact.

During operation, Fenstanton would
benefit from noise reductions as a
result of re-routeing the traffic out of
town and along the new bypass. The
existing Important Area 5144 at
Fenstanton where there are several
individual dwellings very close to the
A14 would, thus, benefit. With this
being an Important Area, there is an
assumption that Highways England
would have also completed
installation of low noise surfacing at
Important Areas (an area designated
where 1% of the population is
affected by the highest noise levels)
on the existing network by 2021 with
or without the proposed scheme
(refer to section 14.2 of the ES). This
future resurfacing has not been
modelled as part of the benefits of
the scheme, but it would generate up
to 3 DB reduction in noise impacts.
However, moderate adverse effects
would be felt at dwellings in the
vicinity of Pear Tree Close. A
request for increasing the height of
the 2 metre earth bund has been
determined to not be sustainable as
set out in section 14.5 of Chapter 14
in the Environmental Statement
particularly due to:
•

HE/A14/EX/142
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Benefit (monetised benefit of
noise reduction evaluated using
government’s WebTAG
methodology) compared to cost
of the mitigation; and
September 2015
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

Other environmental effects
potentially caused by the
mitigation (for example
landscape or visual effects).
This was subject to further noise
mitigation and a position statement1
(E/A14/EX/129) concluded in
September 2015 that “there is no
sustainable case for providing vLNS
on the A14 at the other locations
considered – e.g. past Hilton and
Fenstanton (Pear Tree Close).” This
was because there were negligible
noise benefits and adverse visual
impacts would be introduced.
A landscape barrier is proposed on
the northern side of the scheme, as
shown in Appendix 14.6 of the
Environmental Statement
Appendices (document reference
6.3) and Sheet 10 of Figure 14.7 of
the Environmental Statement
Figures (document reference 6.2).
No further noise screening is
proposed beyond that provided by
the scheme landscape barrier. This
is because additional noise
screening would not be effective at
this location given the distance
between the scheme and the
dwellings in Fenstanton.
Question 2.10.1 of Highways
England’s Response to ExA’s
Second Written Questions, which will
be submitted for Deadline 7 (19
August), provides information on
post-construction noise monitoring.
•

4

Landscape and
Visual Effects
Tree line and
visual impacts of
HGVs needs to
be reconsidered

Tree cover between
Hilton Road and the
A14 is requested. The
trees planted need to
be mature to offer
visual protection. This
includes feathering of
the trees between
mature and saplings
to provide protection
immediately.

We will continue to discuss matters
of detailed design with Fenstanton
Parish Council.
It is proposed to plant trees and
shrubs on the embankment of the
Hilton Road overbridge as well as on
the environmental bund. There
would also be tree planting within the
ecological mitigation area associated
with the drainage pond. In
combination, this planting would
provide good visual separation

Not agreed.

1

http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%208%20/Highways%20England%20-%20HE-A14-EX129%20Position%20Statement%20on%20Further%20Noise%20Mitigation.pdf
HE/A14/EX/142
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Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

between nearby properties and the
scheme. The proposed mitigation
would reduce significance of visual
effects of the scheme between years
1 and 15 at residential properties as
set out in ES Appendix 10.2
(document reference 6.3). The types
of tree planting would be considered
at the detailed design stage.
5

Other Matters
Impact on the
Old Clayfields
property

HE/A14/EX/142

The A14 is adjacent to
the property at Old
Clayfields. There are
concerns over the
sewerage pumping
station, potential
obstruction from
parked vehicles well
as impact from
increase in traffic
along Hilton Road for
construction works.
The Parish Council
also raised the issue
of potential flood risk
due to surface water
run-off impacting on
the Old Clayfields
property.
Lastly, there is
concern regarding
access to the
attenuation ponds and
what the extra land at
adjacent to this
property is used for.

PC10/8

In the design prepared for the DCO
application, at the north tie-in of the
realigned Hilton Road, road levels
would be similar to the existing road
levels for a distance of around 100m.
Hence the gradient down from the
bridge would not terminate
immediately next to the property
(see Engineering Sections Drawing
Sheet 16 document reference 2.09).
This would provide better sight lines
and road safety.
The alignment height is also
governed by the requirements of the
proposed Huntingdon southern bypass carriageway alignment,
drainage system and pavement
design, including compliance with
current design standards. The height
is required to provide effective
drainage to the foundation layers of
the pavement, which is required for
the longevity of the pavement, and to
provide sufficient height and falls to
achieve outfalls by gravity.
The points regarding the sewerage
pumping station are noted, however,
the pumping station is located
immediately to the north of Old
Clayfields, on the existing Hilton
Road and no works are proposed at
the sewerage pumping station
location. The safety of the proposed
scheme across the network area is
assessed in chapter 4 of the
Transport Assessment (document
reference 7.2).
The development side road tie-ins
would be considered in the light of
the particular constraints in this
location at the detailed design stage.
All construction activities would be
carried out in accordance with the
limits set out in part 5.1 of the Code

Agreed.

Agreed.

Not agreed.

Agreed.

Agreed.
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of Construction Practice (CoCP)
(appendix 20.2 of the Environmental
Statement Appendices, document
reference 6.3). If any deviation is
required from the core working
hours, as mentioned in the CoCP,
then prior agreement would be
sought from the local authority prior
to works commencing on site.
Engagement with residents will be
carried out in accordance with
Chapter 4 of the CoCP.
Runoff from side roads (including
from the Hilton Road bridge) will
drain to existing drainage ditches
north and south of the new A14. The
details of this arrangement, including
appropriate attenuation if required,
will be resolved at detailed design
after the development consent order
(if the application is granted) is
made.
The proposed balancing pond
access will be gated to prevent
public access. The balancing pond
site would also be protected with
suitable fencing.
In the overall context of land
drainage in this area, the additional
paved area of the realigned Hilton
Road is small. Adequate highways
drainage ditches and drainage
facilities will be provided in
accordance with the design
standards. The detailed design
would ensure that the flood risk to
the Old Clayfields property is not
increased.

6

Economic and
Social Effects
Construction
compound sites

HE/A14/EX/142

Construction workers
accommodation
arrangements need to
be communicated
locally. There is
specific concern about
accessing
construction camps.
The potential impacts
need to be managed
and monitored.

PC10/9

Highways England will be consulting
the community before construction
compound sites are established. The
proposed location of the construction
compound is adjacent to Cambridge
services at Swavesey. Construction
compound sites are expected to
accommodate office and welfare
facilities, plant and machinery
parking, storage facilities,
maintenance areas and workshops,
and on-site temporary residential
premises. There’s a more detailed
description in section 4.4 of the

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

Under
discussion.

Agreed.

Under
discussion.

Agreed.
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Environmental Statement, Appendix
3.2.
Provision has been made for the
main contractor to potentially
establish site compound and welfare
facilities to the north-east of the
proposed Ermine Street Junction.
The main contractor would monitor
and manage any potential impacts
from these compound sites. The
Code of Construction Practice
(CoCP) (appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement
Appendices, document reference
6.3) provides details of the standards
that the contractor would be required
to meet. Compliance with the CoCP
would be secured by a requirement
in Schedule 2 to the Development
Consent Order.
As part of the Code of Construction
Practice, Appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement, Highways
England would prepare a community
engagement strategy for the
construction stage of the scheme
which focuses on maintaining
effective community engagement,
informing affected communities in
advance of relevant construction
works and the timetable of such
works, as well as providing
information on the enquiry and
complaints procedures.
Highways England would be a key
member of the community focus
groups providing strategic insight
and feedback to and from the wider
scheme. Meetings would be
attended by the employer’s
representative and a Community
Liaison Officer together with
members of the main contractor’s
site team and local authorities as
may be necessary to cover matters
needing to be discussed.
During construction, a programme of
high quality, effective and sustained
communications would include
online engagement, newsletters,
provision of information on
construction works, and notifications
to parish councils, businesses, and
local residents, which would include
HE/A14/EX/142
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Agreed.

Agreed.

Agreed.
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Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

details on:
•
•
•

•
•

•

The location of the planned
works;
The activities to be carried out;
The duration of the planned
works and the periods within
which works would be
undertaken (i.e. whether during
normal working hours, during the
evening or overnight);
The anticipated effects of the
planned works;
The measures to be
implemented in line with the ES
and this CoCP to mitigate the
impact of the planned works;
and
Enquiries and complaints
procedure – as described in
Section 4.3, Appendix 20.2 of
the ES.

7

Economic and
Social Effects
Legacy

There is a potential
opportunity for borrow
pits to be used for
recreational use.
Legacy needs to be
considered subject to
the landowners’
preference.
Further stakeholder
comment:
The council would like
to explore the
potential legacy,
subject to landowner
agreement. Any
development of the
Borrow Pits for a
Nature Reserve or for
use for leisure should
involve HDC Tourism
who would be
responsible for future
maintenance.

Highways England would maintain
the borrow pits while in ownership of
the land for the committed 10 year
period or until any sale.
After the 10 year period, should the
land be sold, the purchaser would be
responsible for the maintenance of
the borrow pits with the potential to
convert the borrow pits into a new
use, including leisure.
The legacy opportunities of the
borrow pits will continue to be
explored with relevant stakeholders
whilst in Highways England’s
ownership.

Agreed.

8

Transportation
and Traffic
Effects during
construction
periods

Access roads to
connecting villages
should not be blocked
during construction.
Debris, mud and litter
needs to be regularly
cleaned to prevent
local impacts.

The main contractors would consult
with the local highway authority
regarding routes that may be used
by the main contractors to access
the construction sites. Access routes
for construction traffic would be
limited, as far as reasonably
practicable, to the trunk road

Under
discussion.

HE/A14/EX/142
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construction
impacts

HE/A14/EX/142
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Highways England Response

Continuity of travel
with planned
severance is
important and
agreeable within the
scheduling of works to
bridges.
During construction
and within operation,
the new A14 should
be used to haul
material from the
borrow pits. This
would be agreeable
locally subject to
Highways England
confirmation.

network and main roads on the local
road network. Traffic management
plans for the construction works
would be submitted to Highways
England which would be reviewed
with the local authorities. Further
information on the contents of a
Traffic Management plan is
contained in document 6.3
Environmental Statement Appendix
20.2, section 15.1.
In accordance with the Code of
Construction Practice (CoCP)
(appendix 20.2 of the Environmental
Statement Appendices, document
reference 6.3), the main contractors
would form a Traffic Management
Working Group (TMWG) and would
consult with local authorities
regarding access routes that may be
used by the main contractors to
access the construction sites. This
would include consultation regarding
any particular timing restrictions on
the use of the roads. Access routes
for construction would be limited as
far as reasonably practicable, to the
trunk road network. Access along
local roads would be restricted but
may be necessary and access along
residential roads generally
prohibited. Construction impacts will
be managed and mitigated in
accordance with the CoCP (see
paragraph 5.4 in respect of lighting,
and chapter 13 in respect of noise).
Mass haul of borrow pit material
would generally be on temporary
roads within the footprint of the
construction site and are illustrated
in the Environmental Statement
Figures (document reference 6.2,
Figure 3.1).

There is a local
concern that residents
at Pear Tree be
protected from nighthour construction
activity. This needs to
be firmed up in the
Construction Code of
Practice and
communicated to
residents in

As part of the Construction Code of
Practice, Highways England would
prepare a community engagement
strategy for the construction stage of
the scheme which focuses on
maintaining effective community
engagement, informing affected
communities in advance of relevant
construction works and the timetable
of such works, as well as providing
information on the enquiry and

PC10/12
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principle.
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noise and air
quality
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Fenstanton.

complaints procedures.
Please see Appendix B for further
information regarding noise and
complaints procedures.

Fenstanton Parish
has been exposed to
ever increasing and
unwanted air
pollution, noise
pollution and visual
pollution for too many
years.
Residents on Hilton
Road, The Gables
and Pear Tree Close
will be mostly affected
by poor air quality and
noise pollution
accumulating from
both directions.
Environmental
impacts are not
measured by the
Parish Council,
therefore we are
looking to the District
Council to measure
air quality parameters
as the scheme
progresses. If any
impairment of air is
observed, the parish
council will seek
effective mitigation.

Air quality in Fenstanton is predicted
to improve as a result of the scheme
as traffic will be moved away from
the existing A14 which is currently
located close to the south of
Fenstanton to the new road. All
receptors within 200m of the roads
affected by the scheme are included
within the assessment. Air pollution
from roads disperses in the
environment such that, 200m from
the roadside the contribution from
the road is very small (Highways
Agency Design Manual for Roads
and Bridges (DMRB) HA207/07).

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ Under
discussion

Not agreed.

The Gables is located 160m from the
existing A14 and 740m from the
proposed road. Therefore the main
pollution source in the area would be
the existing road. Receptors closer
to the existing A14 are predicted to
experience an improvement in air
pollution concentrations. As such the
Gables would expect to experience
an improvement as at 740m the
contribution of the proposed road to
ambient pollution concentrations
would be negligible.
Pear Tree Close is located 400m
from the existing A14 and 500m from
the proposed road. Old Clayfields is
located 670 metres from the existing
A14 and 350 metres from the new
A14. Therefore the contribution of
the proposed road to ambient
pollution concentrations would be
negligible.
Highways England’s response to the
ExA’s Second Written Questions2,
Question 2.10.1 (HE/A14/EX/88)
provides information on post-

2

http://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wpcontent/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010018/Events/Deadline%207/Highways%20England%20-%20HE-A14-EX88%20Response%20to%20ExAs%20Second%20Written%20Questions%20Principal%20Issue%2010%20Noise%20and%
20Vibration.pdf
HE/A14/EX/142
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/ Under
discussion

construction noise monitoring
requested by local authorities. The
link to this response is:
11

Other issues
Detailed design

Detailed design is
required. It is not
currently clear how
practicalities of the
existing A14 and new
road will work. The
Parish Council seeks
clarification on
matters such as the
gradient of the new
bridge on the Hilton
Road.

The vertical alignments of proposed
roads are indicated on sections
contained in the Engineering Section
Drawings (document reference 2.9).
Hilton Road is shown on drawing
A14-ARP-ZZ-00-DR-Z-04016. The
maximum gradient on the approach
to the bridge would be 6.83% (1 in
14.6).
The final vertical alignments of the
proposed roads along with the final
gradient of the approaching road to
Hilton Road Bridge would be
finalised during the detailed design
stage, after the development
consent order is made (if the
application is granted), based on the
design parameters indicated in the
Engineering Section drawings.
Highways England will consult on
the gradient of the new bridge and
points of detailed design in due
course (if the DCO is made).

Under
discussion

12

Other issues
Traffic mitigation
plans

What are the plans for
re-routing traffic in the
event of an accident
or breakdown of traffic
flows on the new
A14? The preference
would be to re-route
onto the de-trunked
A14 to avoid the traffic
using local roads.

Detailed mitigation plans need to be
developed between Highways
England and the emergency
services.
Highways England are in dialogue
with Cambridgeshire Fire & Rescue
Service (Fire), Cambridgeshire
Constabulary (Police) and East of
England Ambulance Service (the
“Emergency Services”) to prepare
traffic mitigation plans.
Traffic management plans in the
event of road closure are still being
considered. The Highways England
resilience group is working on this
issue and results will be provided to
Emergency Services when available.

Under
discussion
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Mike Evans

Signature:

Position:

Senior Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

10 September 2015

Name:

Paul Kent, Chairman, Fenstanton Parish Council
Signed via email

Signature:

Please accept my sign off.

On behalf of:

Fenstanton Parish Council

Date:

6th Sept, 2015.
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Appendix A – Relevant representation
The following is a copy of the relevant representation submitted to the Planning
Inspectorate:
‘As the Vice Chairman of Fenstanton Parish Council I have been authorised to
represent the Parish Council and Parish residents. We are broadly in favour of the
proposed A14 scheme assuming there is no deviation to the published route.
However, if the proposed route is moved closer to Fenstanton Village we reserve
the right to withdraw our support.
The Parish Council reserves the right to make further comments when more detail
is made available by the Highways Authority in respect the impact of the following
on Fenstanton Village: Noise Pollution, Air Pollution, Visual Pollution, Water &
Flooding risks.
The proposed A14 Bund on the Fenstanton side of the A14 is planned to be 2
meters high with young trees planted for protection from noise and visual pollution.
The Parish Council believe that this provides inadequate protection and a higher 3
to 4 meter Bund is require to shield the Village from passing A14 traffic both
visually and acoustically.
We also request that a combination of mature, feathered and small trees are
planted on the Bund to give immediate protection and consideration is given to
providing a further planting of a substantial tree screen which would act as a
barrier between the A14 and the Village, this tree screen should run between the
local road and the A14.
We also support the representation made by Mr & Mrs Pulley of Old Clayfields,
Hilton Road, Fenstanton, to move the start of the Hilton Road gradient which
commences outside their property entrance on the Fenstanton side of the Hilton
Road A14 flyover.
The current position of the gradient start introduces a danger of speeding traffic
en-route from Hilton and potential flooding of Old Clayfields driveway from excess
water running down the gradient during rainfall. Additionally, there is a Water
Pumping Station next to Old Clayfields driveway entrance, where water tankers
frequently park causing a hazard which would be accentuated by the close
proximity of the start of the flyover gradient. Moving the start of the flyover
approach gradient and providing sufficient parking space for the water tankers
would remove a potential Hilton road hazard.
On the latest plans we have viewed there is also an entrance gate way to the open
land on the Hilton side of Old Clayfields. This should be removed as it could
potentially provide access for travellers to park up on the open land between Old
Clayfields and the A14.’

HE/A14/EX/142
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Appendix B – Extract from Construction Code of
Practice
Highways England will be a key member of the community focus groups providing
strategic insight and feedback to and from the wider scheme. Meetings will be
attended by the employer’s representative and a Community Liaison Officer
together with members of the main contractor’s site team and local authorities as
may be necessary to cover matters needing to be discussed.
During construction, a programme of high quality, effective and sustained
communications will include online engagement, newsletters, provision of
information on construction works, and notifications to parish councils, businesses,
and local residents, which will include details on:
• The location of the planned works;
• The activities to be carried out;
• The duration of the planned works and the periods within which works will be
undertaken (i.e. whether during normal working hours, during the evening or
overnight);
• The anticipated effects of the planned works;
• The measures to be implemented in line with the ES and this CoCP to mitigate
the impact of the planned works; and
• Enquiries and complaints procedure – as described in Section 4.3.
Core working hours will be from 08:00 to 18:00 on weekdays (excluding bank
holidays) and from 08:00 to 16:00 on Saturdays. The contractors will adhere to
these core working hours for each site as far as is reasonably practicable or unless
otherwise permitted under Section 61 of the Control of Pollution Act 1974.
To maximise productivity within the core hours, the contractors will require a period
of up to one hour before and up to one hour after normal working hours for start-up
and close down of activities. This will include but not be limited to deliveries,
movement to place of work, unloading, maintenance and general preparation
works. This will not include operation of plant or machinery likely to cause a
disturbance to local residents or businesses.
These periods will not be considered an extension of core working hours. Further
information on working hours can be found in Section 5, Appendix 20.2 of the
Environmental Statement.

HE/A14/EX/142
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Appendix C – Written representation
Fenstanton is a village of approximately 3,000 parishioners who reside in
approximately 1300 homes within the Parish. We are a substantial
community that wishes to exercise its right to make Written Representation
regarding the construction of the new A14.
When the existing A14 was constructed in the late 1960’s it disected the
Fenstanton community and residents on the south side of the village are
required to use an underpass to gain walking access the village high street.
Over the following years the village has been subjected to a significant
deterioration in the level of visual pollution, noise pollution and air pollution
as the volume of A14 traffic has increased beyond all initial expectations.
With the construction of the new A14, many of our residents will be
sandwiched between the old and new roads which will converge a short
distance East of the village. Residents on Hilton Road, The Gables and
Pear Tree Close will be mostly affected by poor air quality and noise
pollution accumulating from both directions.
When there is a traffic incident on the existing A14 the village high street
experiences significant increases in traffic through the village centre which
already suffers from unacceptable levels of traffic negotiating parked
vehicles. During peak travel times and/or when there is a traffic incident on
the existing A14 the village centre and Low Road become blocked by traffic
diverting off the A14 through the village and using Low Road as a rat run to
and from St Ives to circumvent the traffic problems being experienced on
the existing A14.
The CCC, HDC & Parish plan for 2036 has identified 4 major development
areas which include building approximately 80 additional houses on the
abandoned Fenstanton Dairy Crest site and approximately 40 additional
houses on the on ‘The Park’ land north of existing A14. Additionally there
are existing allotments which are used by residents. All of this land abounds
the existing A14 on the Northern side of the village. The Fenstanton 2036
plan also includes a further two developments and specifically excludes any
future proposals for widening the existing A14 through Fenstanton Village.
Fenstanton parish has been exposed to ever increasing and unwanted air
pollution, noise pollution and visual pollution for too many years. Now is the
time to take advantage of the new A14 proposed route to reduce the effects
on our village. We are not in favour of any alternative proposals which
would move the new A14 closer to Fenstranton village or any proposals
which would widen the existing A14 along the existing route where it passes

HE/A14/EX/142
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through Fenstanton, such proposals will encounter significant resistance
from Fenstanton residents and the Parish Council.
Fenstanton Parish Council has taken this opportunity to submit a written
representation, some elements of the following topics are also contained in
our Statement of Common Ground, to be agreed and signed off with
Highways England: In favour of the scheme: It is agreed that the current line
of the scheme is acceptable, as long as it does not move any closer to the
village. Support for this position is being made on behalf of Pear Tree
Close, Hilton Road, The Gables residents and, the wider parish.
Borrow pits and their legacy use for leisure: The parish council welcomes
the potential opportunity for recreational use of borrow pits beside Hilton
Road. The council would like to explore the potential legacy, subject to
landowner agreement. Any development of the Borrow Pits for a Nature
Reserve or for use for leisure should involve HDC Tourism who would be
responsible for future maintenance.
Bunding needs to be higher than 2m: Mitigation of noise pollution is not
considered adequate as currently proposed. The parish council seeks a
commitment to providing a higher bund to mitigate noise and reduce visual
impact.
Tree line and visual impacts of HGVs needs to be re-considered: Visual
screening is required as well as a higher earth bund. The parish council
seeks a commitment to establish additional tree cover between Pear Tree
Close on the Hilton Road and the new A14. Further it wishes to see a
feathering of the trees between mature and saplings to provide immediate
protection.
Air quality, light and noise pollution are concerns: The de-trunking of the
existing road and the new A14 leaves the southern part of Fenstanton (i.e.
south of the current A14) in a triangle between new and de-trunked roads.
Environmental impacts are not measured by the Parish Council, therefore
we are looking to the District Council to measure air quality parameters as
the scheme progresses. If any impairment of air is observed, the parish
council will seek effective mitigation.
Old Clayfields: The Hilton Road is adjacent to the property. The northern
edge of the proposed bridge over the new A14 ends at the front of this
property. There is also a sewage pumping station at this location where
tankers regularly park. There is insufficient space for parking and this
presents a danger that needs to be taken into account. The current position
of the proposed Hilton Road bridge gradient on the northern side also
commences directly in front of Old Clayfields, which introduces a danger of
speeding traffic en-route from Hilton. We would propose that the start of the
HE/A14/EX/142
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gradient is moved away from the driveway entrance. Culverts from Hilton
and Conington meet at this location. The property owner has used hard
core and soil to raise the level of their property to reduce flooding risk. The
parish council, on behalf of the property owner is concerned that surface
run off from the new Hilton Road bridge will increase flood risk to the
property. South of Old Clayfields on the eastern side of Hilton road, a new
access is proposed to access the attenuation ponds. The parish council is
concerned that without specific security measures to limit access the land
could be used by travellers.
Access roads to connecting villages should not be blocked during
construction: Continuity of travel with planned severance is important to
Fenstanton residents. The parish council seeks assurance that connectivity
will not be lost during construction of the Hilton Road and Conington Road
bridges. The roads are used to transport schoolchildren to and from Hilton
and Conington to attend Fenstanton Primary School. The parish council
also seeks assurance that debris, mud and litter will be regularly cleaned to
prevent local impacts.
Workers accommodation arrangements need to be communicated locally:
The Parish Council seeks to identify where workers will be accommodated
during construction. The parish council seeks assurance that potential
impacts will be managed and monitored.
Materials and construction impacts: The parish council seeks assurance
that that residents at Old Clayfields & Pear Tree Close are protected from
night-time construction activity. This needs to be firmed up in the code of
construction practice and communicated to residents in Fenstanton.
Construction impacts, including light and noise pollution: During
construction and within operation, haul road use needs to be maintained on
the existing A14 to access the borrow pits. This would be agreeable locally
subject to Highways England confirmation.
Detailed design is required, it is not currently clear how practicalities of the
existing A14 and new road will work: The parish council seeks clarification
on matters such as the gradient of the new bridge on the Hilton Road.
Traffic modelling requires greater clarity: The impacts of delays and
frequent A14 log-jams create substantial build-up of traffic in Fenstanton.
The parish council awaits the revised traffic modelling to understand
potential local impacts and should align with the County Council Transport
Plan.
General Observation: Fenstanton Parish Council wish to see the
declassification of the current A14 to include the removal of the elevated
HE/A14/EX/142
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section of the A14 in Huntingdon. Were this not to happen village residents
on the south side of the A14 who will be sandwiched between the old and
new roads will suffer from noise and air pollution resulting from the use of
both the old and new A14 roads by HGV’s as such pollution will accumulate
from both directions.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and another
party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as well as
matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are under
discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning
Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and the the Hinchingbrooke Healthcare NHS Trust (hereafter,
NHS). It refers to the application for the proposed A14 Cambridge to
Huntingdon improvement scheme which was submitted to the Planning
Inspectorate on 31 December 2014.

1.2.2

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the
existing A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the
Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the
widening of a 4.5 mile section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and
Alconbury, and approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In
addition, it includes the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the
existing A14 trunk road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and
the removal of the existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline railway
at Huntingdon.

1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG comprises 5 sections:
• Section 1 – this introduction.
• Section 2 – a record of engagement undertaken, for example
meetings, emails and letters related to the discussions, including a
summary of each.
• Section 3 – tables recording areas which are agreed and not agreed
as a result of the discussions.
• Section 4 – a table recording areas which are under discussion, and
a summary of the issues related to each.
• Section 5 – signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate
record of the discussions.
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2

Previous engagement undertaken

2.1.1

The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways
England and NHS:

Date

16 April 2015

20 May 2015

Type of engagement

Summary of discussion

Meeting
C Cummins, AHAS Ltd
(Amphibian advisor to
NHS)
A Bach, NHS
K Lipscombe, J2A

Overview of respective Great Crested Newt
mitigation strategies and exploration of opportunity
for integrating newt mitigation works.

Meeting
C Luscombe, Police &
Crime Commissioner’s
office
E McKee, Cambs
Constabulary
A Bach, NHS
J Lewell, J2A
G Dodgson, J2A

Overview of plans and redline amends of the
scheme in the vicinity of Cambs Constabulary HQ
and potential effect on a proposed health campus
development by the NHS on PCC land, which is
occupied by Cambridgeshire Constabulary.

19 August 2015

A Bach, NHS
G Dodgson, J2A

Review of progress on SoCG
Red line boundary revisions (Matters agreed in
4.2.1.1 - 2 and 3 below)
Scheme design integration with NHS development
plans including construction phasing.
Traffic modelling specific to Hinchingbrooke area.

20 August 2015

Email
G Dodgson to A Bach

Supplying the appropriate section of the original
Environmental Statement submitted under the DCO.
(Appendix 11.4: Great Crested Newt)

Noted that operational matters concerning
Cambridgeshire Constabulary, Cambridgeshire Fire
& Rescue Service and the NHS East of England
Ambulance Service are the subject of a separate
SoCG.

2.1.2

It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key
correspondence between Highways England and NHS in relation to the
matters noted in the following sections of this document.

2.1.3

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.
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3

Topics contained within this SoCG

3.1.1

The below provides a summary of the topics that have been considered
within this SoCG and provide a structure as to topics and matters of
relevance that have been the subject of correspondence and contact to date
between Highways England and NHS
• Consultation
o Scheme elements (layout) particularly in relation to areas
surrounding Hinchingbrooke Park, Brampton Road, removal of
bridge over railway station, etc.
• Non-Motorised User Provision in and around local area.
• Environment with a focus on provisions proposed on land owned by
PCC and subject to planning application for NHS development.
• Landscape and Visual (including mitigation proposals) particularly
screening for Police HQ.
• Ecology, biodiversity and nature conservation with a focus on
provisions proposed on land owned by PCC and subject to planning
application for NHS development
• Flooding and Drainage with a focus on provisions proposed on land
owned by PCC and subject to planning application for NHS
development. Specifically location, need for balancing ponds
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4

Matters agreed and matters not agreed

4.1

Matters agreed

4.1.1

The table below shows the areas where Highways England and NHS are in
agreement, the record of agreement refers to the source document in which
the agreement has been noted.

Ref

Description

Matters agreed

Record of
agreement

1.

Scheme objectives

The NHS broadly supports the need for the
scheme to improve traffic flow and reduce
congestion on the A14 from Ellington to
Histon

Meeting 20
May 2015

2.

Minor redline amends

The NHS (given its interest in the land)
agrees to a minor modification of the red line
boundary [TR010018 HE/A14/EX/99 DR1.02]
to facilitate footpath construction to the west
of the current entry to Police HQ.

Meeting 20
May 2015
and
subsequent
email from E
McKee

3

Redline boundary
amendment on current
playing field

Highways England has agreed to remove a
proposed environmental planting area to the
west of the Views Common Link Road on the
basis as shown in DR1.41 of the Proposed
Non-Material Changes to the Application
(Applicant's reference HE/A14/EX/99, PINS
reference REP7-034).

Meeting 19
August 2015
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Highways England agrees to work with NHS
regarding environmental mitigation on the
site subject to both the Development Consent
Order being granted and NHS gaining
planning consent for its proposed
development.

Meeting 19
August 2015
Email 20
August 2015

Highways England is committed to liaise with
NHS on detailed design (which would include
timing) of great crested newt works.
However, as Highways England would be
subject to a licence from Natural England,
Highways England would necessarily have to
agree measures with Natural England. NHS
would be similarly constrained by the licence
they would have to obtain for their own
works. Natural England would wish to see
coordinated efforts to manage effects on the
great crested newt population from multiple
projects, but each project would necessarily
be subject to project-specific licences.
Highways England is content to consider
early implementation of great crested newt
mitigation. Highways England is constrained
by a draft licence application that has led to
the receipt of a letter of no impediment from
Natural England, which details the
programme for implementation of mitigation.
However, there is scope to change the
programme (in agreement with Natural
England) before the application for the actual
licence in summer 2016. Data has already
been supplied from the appropriate section of
the original Environmental Statement
submitted under the DCO. (Appendix 11.4:
Great Crested Newt).
NHS requests that Highways England liaises
with NHS on detailed design and timing of
Great Crested Newt mitigation works.NHS
requests that Highways England give
consideration to early implementation of
Great Crested Newt mitigation works to
minimise risk to Highways England and NHS
schemes.
Highways England will continue to discuss
these issues, subject to licensing
requirements, during detailed design.
Highways England and NHS schemes.
Highways England will continue to discuss
these issues, subject to licensing
requirements, during detailed design.
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4.2

Matters not agreed

4.2.1

The table below shows the areas where Highways England and the NHS are
not in agreement, the record of non-agreement refers to the source
document in which the confirmed disagreement has been noted.

Ref

Description

Matters not agreed

Record of
nonagreement

1

Traffic matters in the
Hinchingbrooke area.

NHS position

Meeting 19
August 2015

NHS is concerned about the potential impact
of the new Views Common Link on
operational capability of emergency access
routes to/ from NHS Hinchingbrooke Trust
site. The new Hinchingbrooke Park
Road/Views Common Link/Brampton Road
junction needs to have sufficient capacity for
current and future traffic flows.

Email 20
August 2015

Highways England has provided NHS with
the revised traffic modelling report
[HE/A14/EX/44] highlighting data relevant
to the Brampton Road, Hinchingbrooke
area.
NHS is concerned that current traffic flows
(that lead to congestion during peak hours)
may not have been adequately modelled.
NHS is also concerned that development
plans for the Hinchingbrooke area included
in the adopted and emerging local plans
may not have been accounted for.
The design of the new Views Common
Link/Brampton Road Junction is
particularly critical for the residents and
other users of the Hinchingbrooke area as
it is currently the single point of access
(and potentially single point of failure) for
the Hinchingbrooke area.
Highways England:
It is agreed that at detailed design that
replacement emergency lane provision will
be considered for Hinchingbrooke Park
Road.

Operational assessments reported in
Appendix A of the Traffic Modelling Update
Report [HE\A14\EX\44] indicate that the
proposed Hinchingbrooke Park
Road/Views Common Link and the
Hinchingbrooke Park Road/Brampton
Road junctions would have sufficient
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Matters not agreed

Record of
nonagreement

capacity to accommodate the forecast
traffic flows passing through these
junctions in 2035 with the scheme, with
both junctions forecast to operate within
design capacity (Degree of Saturation less
than 85%).
Paragraph 74 of Highways England’s
Response to Examining Authority’s Second
Written Questions: Principal Issue 12
Transportation and Traffic [HE\A14\EX\89,
PINS reference REP7-024), provides
operational assessments that represent the
average Degree of Saturation (DoS) and
the mean maximum queue (MMQ) on each
link over the modelled time period. The
MMQ represents the estimated average
number of stationary vehicles at the
stopline as a direct result of the operational
performance of the junction; it does not
include slow moving traffic on the
approaches to the junction caused by other
secondary effects.
Queuing on Brampton Road is not solely
caused by delay at the Brampton Road /
Edison Bell Way junction. Other reasons
for slow moving traffic on this section of
Brampton Road, include:
•

•

•

•

•

•

HE/A14/EX/142

Peaks in traffic associated with pick-up/
drop-off activity at Hinchingbrooke
Secondary School;
Peaks in traffic turning into and out of
the station car parks associated with
train arrivals/ departures at Huntingdon
Rail Station;
Traffic turning right into the west station
car park and other side roads blocking
through traffic on Brampton Road due
to the current lack of dedicated right
turn lanes;
Buses using the on-carriageway bus
stops blocking through traffic on
Brampton Road;
High non-motorised user (NMU) flows
associated with the school and rail
station with many NMUs crossing the
road away from designated crossing
points which disrupts traffic flow;
Emergency vehicles accessing the
nearby hospital, police and fire
headquarters interrupting the flow of
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Matters not agreed

•

Record of
nonagreement

traffic on Brampton Road and
Hinchingbrooke Park Road;
Slow moving traffic on Brampton Road
resulting in merge in turn behaviour at
the Hinchingbrooke Park Road junction
disrupting both Brampton Road and
Hinchingbrooke Park Road.

In combination, these effects significantly
reduce the capacity of Brampton Road
approaching the Brampton Road / Edison
Bell Way junction, resulting in additional
delays over and above those directly
related to the performance of the junction
itself. Many of these secondary effects
cannot be directly represented in the
operational models and therefore the
resultant slow moving traffic is not
apparent in the results of the operational
assessments. However, these effects are
common to both the ‘with scheme’ and
‘without scheme’ scenarios and therefore
would not be expected to significantly
change the conclusions of the operational
assessments with regards to the impact of
the scheme on junction operation.
Regarding future development, paragraph
93 of Highways England’s Response to
Written Representations, Report 6: NonStatutory Organisations and Businesses
[HE\A14\EX54, PINS reference REP4016), the traffic forecasts includes all
developments that the local planning
authorities consider to be ‘near certain’ or
‘more than likely’ to go ahead. In
Huntingdon, this includes the proposed
Health Campus and associated housing
development. Therefore, the impact of
traffic generated by these developments
has been taken into account. The forecasts
do not take account of any mitigation
measures that may be delivered in
conjunction with these developments to
reduce car trips, as the nature of these
measures is currently unknown.
Consequently, the forecasts represent a
robust assessment of the likely traffic
impacts of these developments.
As much of the existing congestion on
Brampton Road is a consequence of other
secondary effects which restrict the flow of
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Matters not agreed

Record of
nonagreement

traffic and thereby exacerbate queuing and
delays on this corridor. As this congestion
is not a product of the proposed junction
designs, the provision of higher capacity
junctions would not be expected to
materially change conditions on this part of
the network.
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5

Record of areas still under discussion

5.1.1

The table below provides a summary of the matters which are still under
discussion between Highways England and NHS. The record of agreement
refers to the source document in which the original point of discussion has
been noted.

Ref

Description

Matters under discussion

Record of
discussion

1

NHS proposed health
campus

Both PCC and NHS wish to work with
Highways England during the detailed design
stage to ensure compatible interface between
the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon scheme
and the proposed NHS development.

Meeting 20
May 2015

Relevant interface matters, in so far as the
Development Consent Order will allow,
include:
-

Detailed horizontal and vertical
alignment
Location and configuration of access
and junctions
Landscape and boundary treatments
Environmental mitigation
Drainage, etc.

Highways England will liaise with NHS during
detailed design and construction planning.
NHS (and PCC) request that consideration
be given to finding alternative location for
balancing pond given that the current location
conflicts with valuable developable land (that
has previously benefited from a planning
consent).

4

Location of balancing
pond adjacent to Views
Common Link

HE/A14/EX/142

NHS request that a technical and commercial
option appraisal is carried out for alternative
balancing pond locations.

During the detailed design process
Highways England will continue to ensure
that landtake is only what is required for
the Scheme and is within the red line
boundary contained in the Development
Consent Order. In detailed design, and
taking account of further detail
preconstruction survey work, the position
of the balancing pond in relation to field
boundaries and other features will be
reviewed in consultation with the NHS.
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Both PCC and NHS would like to see the
current construction programme reviewed to
bring forward the construction of:

Meeting 20
May 2015

1. the junction of the Views Common link
with Hinchingbrooke Park Road
2. the improvement of the Brampton
Rd/Hinchingbrooke Park Rd junction
3. the section of Views Common Link
adjacent to the health campus.
This would mitigate the congestion on
Hinchingbrooke Park Road and minimise risk
of construction conflict.
Highways England will continue to discuss
programme timing with NHS during the
detailed design and construction planning
phase.
4

Traffic congestion in
Brampton Road/
Hinchingbrooke area

NHS is concerned regarding any effects on
operational ability of the NHS hospital during
construction..

Meeting 20
May 2015

Highways England, in the Code of
Construction Practice [Environmental
Statement Appendix 20.2], states inter alia:
3.2.3

HE/A14/EX/142

The employer’s representative would
have particular regard to coordination of activity by main
contractors, and collaboration
between main contractors, in respect
of:
emergency response: maintaining
communication with emergency
services and ensuring that
emergency response plans do not
conflict.
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Agreement on this SoCG

This Statement of Common Ground has been jointly prepared and agreed by:
Name:

Mike Evans

Signature:

Position:

Senior Project Manager

On behalf of:

Highways England

Date:

10 September 2015

Name:

Alex Bach

Signature:

Email confirmation

On behalf of:

Hinchingbrooke Health Care NHS Trust

Date:

10 September 2015
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of document

1.1.1

A Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) is a written statement prepared
jointly by the applicant for a Development Consent Order (DCO) and
another party. It sets out matters of agreement between both parties, as
well as matters where there is not an agreement and matters which are
under discussion.

1.1.2

The aim of SoCGs is to provide a clear record of the issues discussed and
the stage each issue is at during the discussion. The SoCG can be used as
evidence of these discussions in representations to the Planning
Inspectorate as part of their examination of the DCO application.

1.2

This Statement of Common Ground

1.2.1

Annex G of the Rule 6 letter (17 April 2015) refers to SoCGs and
recommends that Highways England agrees SoCGs with various parties,
including Parish Councils and non-statutory organisations.

1.2.2

This SoCG has been jointly prepared by Highways England, as the
Applicant, and Lordsway Park Residents Association. It refers to the
application for the proposed A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon improvement
scheme which was submitted to the Planning Inspectorate on 31 December
2014.

1.2.3

The proposed scheme extends for a distance of 21 miles, from the existing
A14 at Ellington to the Cambridge Northern Bypass at Milton. It includes a
new bypass to the south of Huntingdon, carriageway widening on the
existing A14 between Swavesey and Girton, and improvements to the
Cambridge Northern Bypass. It also includes junction improvements, the
widening of a section of the A1 trunk road between Brampton and
Alconbury, and approximately 7 miles of new local access roads. In
addition, it includes the de-trunking (i.e. returning to local road status) of the
existing A14 trunk road between the Ellington and Swavesey junctions, and
the removal of the existing road viaduct over the East Coast Mainline
railway at Huntingdon.
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1.3

Structure of the Statement of Common Ground

1.3.1

This SoCG is structured in the following way:
Section 1

Introduction to this SoCG.

Section 2

Record of engagement undertaken post–submission of the
DCO application. This includes meetings, emails and letters
related to the discussions, including a summary of each.

Section 3

Table recording matters that have been discussed between
Highways England and Lordsway Park Residents Association,
in line with the principal issues set out in Annex C of the Rule 6
letter, including comments from Lordsway Park on whether the
matters are agreed, not agreed or still under discussion.

Section 4

Signatures of the parties to indicate a true and accurate record
of the discussions.

Appendix A

Copy of the relevant representation made to the Planning
Inspectorate.

Appendix B

Noise mitigation plan.
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2

Record of engagement undertaken

2.1.1

Lordsway Park Residents Association represents the views of residents of
Lordsway Park, Alconbury situated in close proximity to the A1 spur and
A14.

2.1.2

The table below records the engagement undertaken between Highways
England and Lordsway Park Residents Association.

Date

Type of
engagement

Summary of discussion

8 June
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground
(SoCG)

Meeting attended by the Secretary of Lordsway Park
Residents Association, the Chairperson of Alconbury
Neighbourhood Watch and representatives of Highways
England.

28 July
2015

Statement of
Common
Ground
meeting

Highways England representatives, Alconbury Parish Council
and Lordsway Park Residents Association met to discuss the
traffic modelling update report and other areas of concern.

2.1.3 It is agreed that this is an accurate record of the meetings and key

correspondence between Highways England and Lordsway Park Residents
Association.
2.1.4

There is ongoing discussion between the parties.

2.1.5 The relevant representation has formed the basis for the discussion at the

SoCG meetings. A copy of the relevant representation can be found at
Appendix A.
2.1.6 It is agreed that any matters not specifically referred to in sections 2 and 3 of

this SoCG are not of material interest or relevance to Lordsway Park
Residents Association, and therefore have not been the subject of any
discussions between the parties. As such, those matters can be read as
agreed, only to the extent that they are either not of material interest or
relevance to Lordsway Park Residents Association.
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3

Matters discussed

3.1

SoCG discussion

3.1.1

The table below sets out the matters discussed between Highways England
and Lordsway Park Residents Association at meetings on 8 June 2015 and
28 July 2015. It outlines Highways England responses to stakeholder issues
raised and whether the stakeholder agrees with this Highways England
response. The matters are addressed in line with principal issues identified
in Annex C of the Rule 6 letter.

Ref

Principal
Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ issue
under
discussion

1

Noise and
Vibration
Noise
mitigation

The Lordsway Park
community live alongside the
existing A1M. There is
concern over the volume of
noise which will result from
additional traffic using the
A1M.
It is assumed that the new 2
metre sound barrier proposed
along the B1043 (A1M
Southbound slip road) is the
same height as the
enhanced/replacement barrier
proposed for the A1M
Northbound carriageway. If
not, representatives for
Lordsway Park Residents
Association, believes that
these barriers should be the
same height. They are
coloured blue and pink on
document 6.2, figure 14.07.
There is a request that the
'blue' barrier is the same
length as the 'red' barrier as
shown on the map.

A 2 metre sound barrier is
proposed along the B1043 (A1M
Southbound off-slip road). A
plan showing the proposed
barrier can be found in the
Environmental Statement,
document 6.2, figure 14.07. This
is attached in Appendix B below.
The noise assessment which
has been carried out as part of
the environmental impact
assessment (EIA) for the
scheme has assessed that there
are no residual likely significant
effects on the community at
Lordsway Park with the noise
barrier in place. This is reported
in the Environmental Statement,
document 6.1.
Further to this, at the meeting on
28 July 2015, Highways England
representatives explained the
design of the noise barrier near
Lordsway Park. This noise
barrier is designed at its set
height and length because this
would provide the greatest
performance in noise reduction.
The 2 m barrier alongside the
B1043 is proposed as part of a
package of mitigation measures
to mitigate the effect of road
traffic noise on residents at
Lordsway Park. It is considered
that such mitigation is
appropriate as it minimises, as
far as sustainable, any adverse
effects on health and quality of
life and avoids significant effects
for those residents.

Accepted.

There is further concern that
the existing noise comes from
the A1M road surface and not
engine noise. The Residents
Association is requesting low
noise road surfacing the
length of the A1M as part of
the improvements.
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Ref

Principal
Issue

Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ issue
under
discussion

2

Noise and
Vibration
Impact of
scheme on
Important
Area (IA)
designation

Clarification required with
regard to what the ‘Important
Area’ (IA) designation is in
Alconbury.

The Department for
Environment Food & Rural
Affairs (DEFRA) has developed
a national Noise Action Plan for
1
Roads . The Action Plan
identifies ‘Important Areas’ (IA)
where the local population is at
greatest risk of experiencing
noise impacts from their
exposure to road traffic noise.
With regard to the IA at
Alconbury (Highways Agency’s
ID reference 5153), the scheme
would significantly enhance the
existing noise mitigation
measures in this location. It
would replace the current noise
fence barrier with a new taller
fence barrier, improving the
noise environment within this IA.
No dwellings in this IA would be
subject to residual likely
significant effects.

Agreed.

3

Water
issues
Flood risk

Significant flooding was
experienced in the area in
1998. There is concern that
the scheme will increase flood
risk in relation to Alconbury
Brook. It is believed that
drainage ponds and drainage
arrangements implemented
as part of the A1M have not
been effective.
It is perceived that the
scheme requires realignment
of Alconbury Brook.

A Flood Risk Assessment (FRA)
has been undertaken for the
A14 Improvement scheme (see
Appendix 17.1 of the
Environmental Statement (ES).
The assessment presents a
worst case scenario and with
regards to Alconbury Brook,
predicts no change in water
level as a result of the scheme.
The loss of floodplain would be
mitigated via the provision of
floodplain compensation (the
location of floodplain loss and
compensation areas are
indicated in Figure 17.2 in
Volume 2 of the ES). The
significance of potential effects
has been classified as neutral. A
small realignment of Alconbury
Brook is proposed at NGR: TL
1925 7316 to accommodate the
widening of the A1M. This would
however maintain the current
channel cross-section
dimensions, gradient and
floodplain storage at this
location; and as detailed above

Agreed.

1

DEFRA. (2014) Noise Action Plan: Roads (Including Major Roads) [online] available at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment data/file/276237/noise-action-plan-roads-201401.pdf
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Stakeholder Issue

Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ issue
under
discussion

the significance of potential
effects has been classified as
neutral.
4

Water
issues
Flood risk
concern

Alconbury Parish Council
raised concern at 28/07/15
meeting:
With construction of the new
A1 lanes being to the east of
the existing A1 there is the
potential for Alconbury Brook
and other watercourses to be
interfered with and, therefore,
a potential increase in flood
risks for the village. This
relates, especially, to the
water course that flows
towards the Racecourse as
local knowledge shows this
flooding on a regular
basis. Therefore,
consideration should be given
to culvert size when bridging
this watercourse.

Flood risk and the effect on
watercourses is an important
aspect to the environmental
impact of the scheme. This has
been studied and reported on in
the Environment Statement
(Chapter 17 and Appendix 17.1).
Increased surface water runoff
from highway surfaces would be
stored through balancing ponds,
which attenuate flows down to
existing levels (allowing for
future climate change) and
ensure flood risk is not
increased. The water is slowly
released to a watercourse over
a longer period of time at
existing greenfield flow rates to
mimic the natural drainage
regime.

Accepted.

Any incursion into existing flood
plain by the proposed road
widening is compensated for on
an equivalent level for level
basis to ensure effects of
flooding of the watercourse are
not made worse elsewhere.
The Flood Risk Assessment
contains a detailed assessment
of flood risk at Alconbury Brook.
The size of the culverts for
watercourses has been
discussed with the Environment
Agency and takes account of 1
in 100 year flood flow, a further
allowance for climate change
and a freeboard clearance. This
clearance is intended to provide
passage for floating debris to
prevent the culverts from
becoming blocked during a
storm.
5

Air Quality
and
Emissions
Air
pollution

HE/A14/EX/142

Concern that the additional
traffic using the A1M will
result in increased air
pollution.

Likely significant effects on air
quality are assessed as part of
the environmental impact
assessment (EIA) and are
reported in Chapter 8 of the ES
(including for Alconbury). In
summary the assessment
concludes that a small increase
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Highways England Response

Agreed /
Not agreed
/ issue
under
discussion

in nitrogen dioxide
concentrations (0.4 – 2µg/m3) in
2020 are predicted in Alconbury;
however the maximum predicted
annual mean nitrogen dioxide
concentration is well below the
objective at 13µg/m3. By 2035,
the change in nitrogen dioxide
concentration is negligible (0 –
0.4µg/m3).
No exceedances of particulate
matter (PM10) objectives are
predicted and the changes in
this area are negligible. All
results in this area are in
compliance with the objectives
(including health based
objectives) and limit values.
The air quality limits for
PM10 and NO2, the pollutants of
3
concern, are 40µg/m as an
annual objective.
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Appendix A: Relevant representation
The following is a direct copy of the relevant representation made by
Lordsway Park Residents Association to the Planning Inspectorate with
regards the scheme.
‘We as residents living directly under the current A1M have serious
concerns about the volume of noise which will be created by the additional
traffic using the A1M.
We also have serious concerns about the air pollution again caused the
additional traffic.
There is also a concern regarding the Alconbury Brook which often floods.
The new road will take up more land space on the flood plain thus creating
a greater risk of flooding.’
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Appendix B: Noise mitigation plan
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